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Biographical Information

FUJICKA, Masao
President, Asian Development Bank

Career

Since November 24, 1981 - President, Asian Development Bank

1977-81 - Executive Director of the Export-Import Bank of Japan

1973-77 - Ministry of Finance: Director General, International
Finance Bureau (1975-77), Deputy Director (1973-75)

Before 1973 - Varied experience in international finance area

1966 - Di'rector of the Department of Administration, Asian
Development Bank

1960 - International Monetary Fund, Economist in Far Eastern
Division.

Publications

Japan's International Finance: Today and Tomorrow, December 1979.

This book is a collection of his articles and speeches, giving the view
from Japan of developments on international finance.

"Appraisal of Japan's Plan to Double Income," IMF Staff Paper, Volume X
No. 1, March 1963.

Education

Master of Law from Tokyo University. Studied at the University of
Chicago.

Personal

Born in 1924. Married with one daughter and two sons.
Hobbies: Golf and gardening.
Field of interest: Balance of payments, international finance,

international investment and foreign aid.

March 1982
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THE WORLD BANK/INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 30, 1983

TO: Memorandum for the Record

FROM Attila S8nmez (Chief, AEADB) INS
EXTENSION 72433

SUBJECT ADB -- Mr. Clausen's Meeting with Mr. Fujioka, President,

Asian Development Bank

1. Mr. Clausen met on September 24, Saturday, at 6 p.m. in his
office with Mr. Masao Fujioka, President, Asian Development Bank (ADB),
accompanied by Messrs. Akira Tsusaka, Director, Development Policy
Office and Yasushi Kamihara, Personal Assistant to the President.
Present from the Bank staff were Messrs. A. Karaosmanoglu, D. Hopper,
E.V.K. Jaycox, R. Southworth and A. Snmez.

2. At Mr. Clausen's request, Mr. Fujioka discussed the ADB's plans
for lending to India. He mentioned that they were likely to present their
first loan to India to their Board next year, to be financed entirely out
of their ordinary resources. Because of their lack of experience in India,
ADB's first few operations will be for simple and obvious projects such as
development banking (ICICI or IDBI) or power, but even with this, they would
like to draw upon the Bank's long India experience, especially its economic
and sector knowledge. Mr. Clausen assured ADB of our full cooperation, and
explained that the Bank's lending to India would continue at the present
level, although, due to the IDA VII prospects and China's share in it, the
mix that can be made available to India will change.

3. Mr. Fujioka mentioned that the question of China's membership
in ADB was at a standstill.

4. On Pacific Islands, Mr. Clausen thanked the ADB for assuming
the lead role in project preparation and appraisal in the area, and for
the opportunity they gave us to co-finance some of these operations.

Mr. Fujioka mentioned that, for the projects being co-financed, the ADB
may raise the issue of sharing the operational costs. Mr. Fujioka said

the ADB is envisaging establishing a resident office in one of the Islands
in order to expedite their operations and reduce their operational costs.

5. In response to Mr. Fujioka's question regarding the Bank's

operations in Laos, Mr. Karaosmanoglu said that we were working on one
project but that it was unlikely to go to our Board this year. As for
Viet Nam, he noted that we have a weak relationship due to the fact that
we are not able to lend to this country without a consensus to lend in
our Board. Mr. Fujioka said that ADB was in the same position vis a vis
Viet Nam.
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6. Mr. Fujioka pointed out that their experience so far this year
with co-financing with commercial banks had been disappointing and
enquired about ours. Mr. Clausen said that the picture was not yet
clear as our experience with the new co-financing instruments was too
recent to be conclusive.

Distribution: Messrs. Clausen, Southworth, E. Stern, Karaosmanoglu,
Hopper, Jaycox, Dutt, Hermans, Robless, Koch-Weser

AS8nmez:dat
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MATTERS LIKELY TO BE RAISED BY THE ADB DELEGATION

1.01 Joint ]&iltation Meetin between World Bank and ADB Staff. The
fifth of these annual consultation meetings was held in May of this year. At
that time, Bank staff suggested that the next meeting be held in Washington
immediately before or after ADB's next Annual Meeting, to be held in
Amsterdam, taking advantage of the presence of ADB's senior staff in Europe.
This proposal got a lukewarm reception from ADB, and they may wish to make a
counter suggestion as to time and venue. If the ADB delegation does not raise
this, it would be useful, for our planning purposes, if you could discuss the
timing and venue of the.n.yL1Lmgting.

1.02 Pacific Islands. The ADB delegation may ask whether the Bank can
make arrangements to process Bank/ADB co-financed projects more rapidly than
hitherto, and more in line with ADB's typical processing schedule. In the
Vanuatu Agricultural .Extension and Training Project, for example, ADB's
appraisal was in February/March 1983, with Board approval in early August.
Similarly, the proposed Solomon Islands Agricultural Development Project pre-
paration/appraisal mission took place in July 1983; Board presentation is
scheduled for October 1983. We should take the opprtunt; toexpess q2
overall satisfaction with_ the wavin which this collabqrati~on is. wor~king, and
our support for accelerated processing and timely help for these island econo-
mies. We sbgiLd however, be clear tat..e need to allow adequate time for
internal Bank review of ADB's dcuments.

Matters to be Raised by Mr. Karaosmanoglu or Mr. Jaycox

2.01 Thailand and Lao PDR. We have had difficulties in achievin& ourlcn4hng ohjziecs in both Thailand and the Lao PDR during the past year. We
understand that ADB has found itself in a similar position. In Thailand, this
is a result of the new Government's reviewing its external borrowing program,combined with the higher interest rates on Bank and ADB loans than on loans
from other financial sources. In the case of the Lao PDR, it is because of
the Government's reviewing its borrowing program and its desire to seek grants
to the degree possible. It is important that our institutions' inability to
meet our lending tar ets does not lead tincreased comIpetition but _rather to
increase cooperation between us, paticu rly on policy issues and on loanconditionalit. There have been a series of visits between staff and manage-
mei o b stitutions during the past year concerning the two countries.
This type of dialogue will need to continue and perhaps even intensify in the
future. You may like to mention that we would very much appreciate it if each
ADB mission visiting the Lao PDR or Thailand would visi r r ional o ife

&n Bagok to exchange views d current activities.

2.02 Thailand-Specific Issues. Most of our discussions with ADB concern
the industrial, agricultural and energy sectors in Thailand. You may want to
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note that our Financial Sector Report, which has just been issued in greycover, was designed specifically with a long-term perspective for the purpose
of providing a frame of reference for our lending and policy dialogue over a
number of years. We plan to use its recommendations as a basis for the "apex"approach to lending in both the agricultural and industrial sectors which weplan to continue discussing with Government. We have sent a green coverversion of the report to ADB and wll be discussing the final report with themlater in the fall. We will also take steps to keep ADB fully informed of thestudies we have been undertaking and plan to undertake on the irrigationsector. You may also note that the ADB-sponsored Energy Master Plan Study,over which some controversy had developed between the two institutions, hasbeen completed. We are now pleased with ADB's cooperation in continuing toimprove the energy planning process through the Energy Strategy FormulationStudy initiated under SAL.

2.03 Lao PDR-Specific Issues. Our lendin pi pelin e to the LPDRexrml.wa-,,asi D',, ehp to be able to cooperate with ADB incarrying out the recommendations of the Industrial Sector Survey that wasundertaken last year by the UNIDO/World Bank Cooperative Programme. We alsolook forward to supporting the Southern Electrification Project next fiscalyear, and plan to discuss issues such as appropriate tariffs with ADB duringour preparation of that project. You may also mention that we have just
issued our grey cover Country Economic Memorandum on the 'Lao PDR. We feelthat we have been able to establish a good relationship on economic and sectorwork with ADB in the LPDR, and we hope that there will be scope for participa-ting in joint missions in the future.

2.04 Pacific Islan 5. You may mention that the Bank/IDA wants toparticipatm ore actively in the preparation phase of Pacific Island projectsto be recommended by ADB for co-financing. This might involve selective
Bank/IDA participation in project preparation missions, discussions in Manila
of feasibility reports, etc. It might be useful to ask how ADB sees us pro-viding a more effective intellectual input without necessarily delaying ADB'sown programming.
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Key Points

A general capital increase of 105% became effective in
May 1983, and a third replenishment of the Asian Develop-
ment Fund, of $3.2 billion, covering the years 1983-86,
in April 1983. ADB's Board is currently considering an
application for membership by the People's Republic of
China; China is insisting that, if membership is granted,
Taiwan's memb hip be revoked. ADB intends to start
le ding to ndia and has earmarked $1.5 billion for
lqnZding over five years, beginning in Calendar year
1984. The Bank has now relinquished to ADB all direct
project activities in the small Pacific island countries,
and provides funds to these countries as cofinancier with
ADB in the lead.

ADB's Resources

1. After lengthy negotiations, a general capital increase (GCI) of
105%, with a, paid-in portion of 5", became effective in May 1983, and a third
replenishment of the Asian Development Fund (ADF IV) a month earlier. Both
were lower than hoped for: the original proposal for the GCI, in February
1982, was for an increase of 125%, with a paid-in portion of 10%. For ADF IV,
the target was originally $4.1 billion.

ADB's Operations

2. ADB's lending during 1982 amounted to $1,730.6 million for 57 pro-
jects, of which about one-third was concessional lending. As in past years,
aic 1 and agro-iadustryaccounted for the largest share of lending
(abou t346% followed by Xgerg (about 30} Technical assistance grants and
loans provided $18 million for 80 projects. ADB's interest rate has stood at
11.0% since January 1982.

Cofinancing

3. General. During 1982, 25 of ADB's projects involved cofinancing
amounting to $699 million, mostly with bilateral and multilateral sources.
Cofinap 1 oimerclal sources increased significantly, however, pro-
viding of co nancing funds in 1982, compared with 14% in 1981.

4. Pacific Islands. To date we have co-finance ree oe
ADB in the lead in Western Samoa. the olomo-n d, an anuaudi. During

.ing ADB may seek reconfirmation of the Bank's interest in continuing
this cofinancing arrangement, with ADB assuming primary responsibility for
project appraisal and supervision. You should indicate that_ very
pleased with this arrangement, and wish to continue it provided the countries
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are satisfied. A consultant study on the role of ADB in the Pacific Islands
is being prepared for submission to their management by the end of August. It
is expected that, as in an earlier draft of the report, the final report will
recommend the establishment of a regional office in the Pacific, perhaps in
Suva, Fiji.

5. Projects to be co-financed with ADB in the lead over the next three
years include an agricultural development project in the Solomon Islands
(FY84-$3.5 million credit), and two as yet unidentified agricultural projects
in Fiji (FY85 and 86, $15 million and $19 million loans respectively).

People's Republic of China

6. Earlier this year, China applied formally for ADB membership, with a
condition that if the application was granted, Taiwan's membership be
revoked. This is an extremely difficult issue for ADB. A founding member of
ADB, Taiwan has fulfilled all its obligations, and is a member in good
standing by any standards. No longer a borrower, it has voluntarily contri-
buted funds to the Technical Assistance Special Fund and, more recently, to
the Asian Development Fundc~-N decisi .. Ith regard to China's application
had been made at the -time of the ADB Annual Meeting in May of this year, and
negotiations are still continuing.

India

7. At ADB's Annual Meeting in May,. the Indian Government announced its
intention to borrow from ADB's ordinary funds with effect from 1983. This
matter had been discussed by ADB's management and Board in connection with thelatest General Capital Increase, when doubts were raised as to the feasibility
of ADB's administering a lending program to India given ADB's resource
constraints. We now understand that ADB intends to lend to India $1.5 billion
over five years, beginning in Calendar year 1984. (We have learned that
during Secretary Shultz'ieCent v'isit- to rniia, USA agreed to drop its
objection to ADB's lending to India.) In order to minimize staff cost, ADB
intends to limit its operations in India for the time being to the DFC andpowere s. For theipwer s E1F7in particular, ADB inten t
heavily on the Bank's sector work.

ADB/IBRD Coordination Meeting

8. The fifth annual high level (vice presiden t.), coordination m tinj;
was held in Mani 7a n 'Ia t ot ts year. This year's meeting was used by the
A 7  c-ip an-ts mainly to seek information from the Bank on the agenda
topics, such as oil price development, economic and sector work, special
assistance programs, cofinancing, etc. Both institutions dareed that dupli-
cation in economic and sector work should be avoided, as shou cfiti
dvice to Rgerqnnts on lending for specific project ADB representatives
d h not sh ow much enthusiasm for cofinancing with the Bank, other than for the
Pacific Islands and for those very large projects which exceed the lending
capacity of individual lenders.
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DELEGATION/BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

The Delegation

Mr. Masao FUJIOKA - President of ADB (observer)

Biographical Sketch

Mr. Fujioka was elected President of ADB for a five-year term in
August 1981, and took office in November, succeeding Mr. Taroichi Yoshida.
Born in Tokyo in 1924, Mr. Fujioka graduated from Tokyo University (Department
of Law) in 1947 and joined the Ministry of Finance during the same year. He
also studied at the University of Chicago in 1950/51, majoring in Public
Finance and Econom~cs. From 1960 to 1964, Mr. Fujioka wa economist with
the-IMF. In 1966, he assisted the UN Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East in preparato work for the establishment of ADB. Mr. Fujioka served
until 1969 as ADB s Director of Administration, after which he became Director
of Japan's offici 1 aid agency, OECF. He then successively held the positions
of Deputy Directo -General (1970-75) and Director-General (1975-1977) of the
Japanese Internat onal Finance Bureau. From 1977 to 1981, Mr. Fujioka served
as Executive Dire tor to the Export-Import Bank of Japan, and, concurrently,
Executive Directo of the Japan International Cooperation Agency. Mr. Fujioka
has represented J-pan in numerous international conferences, and participated
as Temporary Alte iate Governor at the IMF/World Bank Annual Meetings in 1975
and 1976, and at B's 1977 Annual Meeting.
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The Asian Development Bank Group is composed of the
Bank (AsDB), and the Fund (AsDF). The Bank, established
in 1966, administers a Technical Assistance Special Fund.

1. Comparative Lending Terms (as of September 15, 1983)

AsDB IBRD
(Fixed at Commitment) (Variable)

Current Lending Rate (%) 10.50 10.47 a/
Commitment Fee (%) 0.75 0.75
Other Service Charge (%)- 0.25
Maturity (years) 13-27 15-20
Grace Period (years). 3-7 3-5

a/ Applicable for the period July 1 - December 31, 1983.

2. Expansion of Ordinary Capital Base. An increase of approximately
$8.1 billion in the ADB's authorized capital stock was approved by the
Bank's Board of Governors on April 25, 1983 in resolution 158. Under the
resolution, capital will increase from $7.7 billion in 1982 to $15.8

billion bi 7. This will allow ADB lending to grow in nominal Eerms at
15% per annu. The proposed 105% increase in member share subscriptions
consists of both callable and paid-in shares. The paid-in portion of 5%
contributes to the sound financial position of the ADB. The callable
capital shares, comprising 95% of the total, provides backing for ADB
borrowings.

The US share of the increase amounts to $1,323 million consisting
of $66.2 million paid-in and $1,256.8 million callaple captal.
Appropriation for payment of five equal annual subscriptions of $264.6
million ($13.2 million paid-in and $251.4 million callable capital) will be
requested beginning in FY 1984.

The US Administration succeeded in achieving several key
objectives as part of the capital increase. -Firs the-paid-in -partipn
($13.2 million per year) is substantially less t an the $20.4 million
annual.share of the United States for paid-in capital under the Bank's,
first and second general capital increases, respectively.

Second the ADB areed to undertake a comprehensive examination 4
of its fi olicies with a view to making more effective use of its
avala e-resources. For example, the ADB plans to increase its evera ged
use of convertibie callable capital so that the Bank can borrow and then
lend out more resources without additional capital and without adversely
affecting its financial standing.
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Third, the US Administration emphasized the importance of certain
policy initiatives such as increased co-financing with commercial
targetting assistance of the poorest groups. Progress was made in each of
these areas.

3. Replenishment of Concessionary Resources. On July 30, 1982-the
ADB Board of Governors adopted Resolution 154 which called for a $3.2
billion basic replenishment to finance ADF lending from 1983 through 1986.
The US share of $520 million ($130 million annually) represents 16.2
percent of the replenishment. The proposed legislation was sent to the
House and Senate on March 28, 1983. The legislation will go to the Senate
floor on September 22; a Conference is expected shortly thereafter.

In accordance with the principle that contributions to the ADF
should be shared more equitably among donors, the US share is 16.2 percent,
a significant reduction from the 20.7 percent overall US share of the
second ADF replensTsi iientAMT'"it) and the- 22.25 percent share of the first
replenishment (ADF II). In an unprecedented move, Asian developing
countries contributed to the replenishment, thus demonstrating the progress
their economies have made. Other developing countries, including
Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand "graduated" from ADF lending.

The overall financial framework for these resource increases is
as follows:

Proposed Capital Increase and ADF Replenishment
(US $ million)

Current Proposed New US
Amount Increases Total Share 1/

1. Authorized Capital $7,965.1 $8,093.5 $16,058.6
of which US 1,296.2 1,322.9 2,619.1 16.3%

2. Asian Development Fund 3,419 3,209 6,628
of which US 775 2/ 520 1,295 19.5%

1/ Cumulative US share after proposed increases. US share of the ADF IV
replenishment alone is 16.2 percent.

2/ Including US unfunded contributions of $28 million for ADF II and $3
million for ADF III. Appropriations have been requested in the
Administration's FY84 budget for $14 million for ADF II and $3 million
for ADF III. The remaining $14 million for ADF II is expected to be
requested in FY85.

Current Policy Reviews. The current President, Masao Fujioka,
has recognized that the internal structure and methodology of the Asian
Development Bank for responding to marketplace changes may be inefficient.
In this respect, AsDB has been undertaking a major review of its financial
policies with the use of an external consultant. A report from
Dr. Irving S. Friedman, relating to such purpose was presented for
information of the Board on April 1983. In this context, a move towards
variable lending rate is being considered.
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Biographical Information

Masao FUJIOKA
President, Asian Development Bank

Experience

Since November 1981 - President, Asian Development Bank.

1977-81 - Executive Director for the Export-Import Bank of
Japan.

1973-77 - Ministry of Finance; Director General, International
Finance Bureau (1975-77), Deputy Director (1973-75).

Before 1973 - Varied experience in international finance area.

1966 - Director of the Department of Administration, Asian
Development Bank.

1960 - International Monetary Fund, Economist in Far
Eastern Division.

Publications

- Japan's International Finance: Today and Tomorrow, December 1979.
This book is a collection of his articles and speeches, giving the
view from Japan of developments on international finance.

- "Appraisal of Japan's Plan to Double Income," IMF Staff Paper,
Volume X, No. 1, M'arch 1963.

Education

Master of Law from Tokyo University. Studied at the University of
Chicago.

Personal

Born in 1924.
Married with one daughter and two sons.
Hobbies: golf and gardening.

September 1983
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
OATE June 6, 1983

TO Files

R OM Attila Karaosmanoglu

EXTE SION 72647

S'JECT, Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Asian Development Bank

1. The Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) was held in Manila from May 4 to 6, 1983. The meeting
was chaired by the Governor for Nepal, the Honorable Yadav Prasad Pant.
Delegates from all 45 member countries attended the meeting. Together with
ADB's President Fujioka, the Secretary and Vice Presidents Bambawale and Katz,
the newly-appointed Vice President for Projects, Mr. Guenther Schulz, was also
present at the meeting. The Bank delegation consisted of myself,
Mr. Michael Wiehen (ASA), Mr. Sundaram Sankaran (IPA), Ms. Kazuko Ogawa (Tokyo
Office) and Ms. Lesley Davis (AEA).

2. The Annual Meeting was preceded, on May 3, by an International
Symposium on Development Strategies in Asia, which was organized by ADB and
chaired by Professor John P. Lewis of Princeton University. Topics discussed
included the developmoent strategy and future growth prospects of Asia; finance
and development; and resource constraints, financial and human. Guest
speakers were drawn from governments, universities, development institutes and
commercial banks from around the world.

Statement by the President of the Republic of the Philippines

3. The meeting was opened by the President of the Republic of the
Philippines, His Excellency Ferdinand E. Marcos. In his opening statement,
President Marcos reviewed the adverse global economic situation and the
implications of an unusually severe recession on the economies of the
developing nations. While he felt that the world economy was now showing
signs of recovery, he cautioned against overconfidence. There is still much
to be done, he felt, to combat the threats to peace and stability in the
region brought about by poverty, and foremost is the need to abolish the
protectionist policies of the developed world and what he described as "their
increasing miserliness in their foreign assistance programs.

4. President Marcos went on to call for more vigorous action to arrest
the deterioration in the global situation. Referring to the many
international meetings that had been convened to exchange ideas on economic
issues, trade and industrialization, he said that, although the results of
these meetings had been disappointing, dialogue should be maintained and a
concerted effort made to establish a "New International Economic Order."
While he supported the developing countries' plea to the developed nations for
the dismantling of protectionist barriers, he urged the developing countries
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themselves to make serious efforts to expand their domestic markets, a policy

which would contribute to their own internal stability. President Marcos

suggested that attention be given to the agribusiness sector, proposing the

establishment of agro-industrial estates, linking the professional know-how

and financial resources of business to the labor and land of farmers. Such a

program should be linked to the development of labor-intensive and export-

oriented industries, and to the accelerated development of agricultural

research. All of these measures would, however, require a more generous flow

of finance from the more advanced nations of the world and from international

institutions like ADB. President Marcos expressed the hope that ADB would

raise its sights towards becoming the biggest lending institution in Asia. He

closed his statement by wishing President Fujioka and the staff of ADB well in

exploring the new approaches emerging from ADB's Study of Priorities and Plans

for the 1980s.

Chairman's Statement

5. In his opening address, the Chairman also expressed concern about the

development prospects of- the least developed countries in the region, in the

face of the prevailing adverse economic environment. To help these countries

tackle the problems caused by the global economic recession, the Chairman

called on the major industrial nations to liberalize trading relations with

the developing countries. He urged developing countries to improve the

efficiency of their domestic resource use, and said that developed countries

should be prepared to increase the volume of their official aid. Lastly, he

called on the international aid agencies to maintain a steady growth rate in

loan commitments and to devise innovative measures for assisting the

developing countries. Summarizing -ADB's activities during 1982, the Chairman

said that, although 1982 had been a difficult year, both the developing member

countries (DMCs) and ADB were to be congratulated for successfully meeting the

challenges that had emerged. Looking to the future, the Chairman expressed

the hope that the successful implementation of plans identified in ADB's Study

of Priorities and Plans for the 1980s would make ADB's involvement in the

development process even more relevant.

Statement of ADB's President Fujioka and Comments by Governors

6. In his statement, President Masao Fujioka reviewed the economic

setting of the past year, ADB's operations in 1982, the financial and opera-

tional policy decisibns that had been taken during the year, and future

prospects for ADB's operations. The responses of Governors to these topics

are also included under the respective headings below.

7. The Economic Setting. President Fujioka spoke of 1982 as "a year of

uncommon difficulties in the world economy". The year was characterized by

continuing recession in the industrialized countries, leading to depressed

commodity prices and increasing protectionism. Real economic growth rates in

ADB's developing member countries were the lowest in twenty years. Because of

low export growth and increased interest rates, external debt indicators

worsened over the year. Despite all of this, the developing countries of the
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region achieved growth rates that were fairly satisfactory 
by international

standards, and it was noteworthy that not a single Asian country 
registered a

negative growth rate in 1982. This, he said, was a reflection of the

competence of the region's policy-makers in pursuing outward-looking, 
market-

oriented policies. However, a cause for concern is the continuing economic

stagnation in the industrialized countries, which is eroding development

efforts in the region, forcing governments to cut back on sound development

projects. In the current era of growing economic and financial 
inter-

dependence, however, as the economies of the major industrialized countries

improve, growth rates of most developing countries will also improve, 
which,

in turn, will provide expanding markets for exports and investment 
opportuni-

ties for industrialized countries.

8. President Fujioka was glad to see the signs of recovery already in

evidence, particularly in the United States and Japan, the region's major

trading partners. However, he cautioned that it will be some time before a

favorable impact is felt in the region, and DMCs will continue to 
suffer from

severe balance of payments difficulties, budgetary deficits and mounting

external debt. The year 1983, he said, will be a crucial one for DMCs, and

will be a test of ADB's ability to respond to their needs.

9. In their statements, Governors generally deplored the unfavorable

economic conditions which have led to sluggish exports, deteriorating 
terms of

trade, increasing current account deficits and accumulating 
external debts in

the region's DMCs. Many Governors, however, expressed their satisfaction

that, even though growth rates declined during 1982, they are still higher

than those of developing countries in other regions, and that 
prices have

risen more slowly in the region's DMCs than elsewhere.

10. ADB's Operations. Reviewing ADB's activities during 1982, President

Fujioka noted that 57 loans had been approved, amounting 
to $1.7 billion, an

increase of 3.2% over 1981 - considerably lower than the past average growth

rate of over 15% per year. This low growth rate was due mainly to the

depressed economic situation in Asia, the uncertainties regarding 
the

availability of Asian Development Fund (ADF) resources, and 
cut-backs in

development expenditures by some of the DMCs. Lending for agriculture -

mainly irrigation, supporting services and farm-to-market roads - accounted

for the largest share (36%) of ADB's lending, followed by energy, which

accounted for about 30%. Loan disbursements, at $795 million, showed a signi-

ficant improvement over the 1981 level.

-11.. President Fujioka outlined the special financing arrangement 
approved

by ADB's Board early in 1983 to help DMCs speed 
up the implementation of ADB-

financed projects in times of local fund shortages. This program will provide

up to 100% financing of local cost shortfalls for 
high priority projects over

the next two years, and the financing, he said, will be consistent with

stabilization and structural adjustment programs being undertaken 
by DMCs in

agreement with the IMF and the World Bank.
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12. ADB's 1982 co-financing seminar and follow-up missions have succeeded

in generating additional commercial bank co-financing; in 1982, the amount of

co-financing with commercial sources doubled. Another mechanism designed to

attract private funds to fill investment gaps is ADB's equity investment

operations, approved by the Board in March 1983.

13. A concern commonly expressed by most Governors was the drop in the

rate of growth of ADB's lending operations which, they observed, represented a

decline in real terms and a contributing factor to the first real decline in

resource transfer to DMCs for many years. This, they felt, pointed to an

urgent need to augment ADB's resources, particularly now, in view of the

serious difficulties confronting DMCs. Governors generally expressed support

for ADB's continuing emphasis on lending to the agriculture and energy

sectors, but some were concerned at the decline in lending for social infra-

structure projects, which they felt were crucial to upgrading the living

standards of the poorest of the region. In spite of the relatively good dis-

bursement performance registered during 1982, several governors felt that this

was an area where improvements were still badly needed, and made suggestions

for modifying ADB's procedures to assist with this. The special assistance

initiative was welcomed, but some Governors felt that these funds should be

additional to regular financing, rather than part of a country's regular
lending program. On the subject of co-financing, ADB's success at mobilizing

commercial funds was praised by Governors, with cautionary notes being added,

however, that commercial funds should be additional to and not a substitution

for ADB's funds, that commercial funds increase the cost of debt servicing and

that the need for such funds can be a reflection of inadequate concessional

assistance to DMCs. Equity financing, it was felt, is a positive step, and

recognizes the importance of the growing private sector in the DMC's 
econ-

omies. It was to be regretted, some felt, that the resources allocated to

this kind of financing ($10 million) were so small.

14. Financial and Operational Policies. President Fujioka advised the

Governors that a general capital increase (GCI III) of 105% became effective

the previous week. This followed the third replenishment of the Asian

Development Fund (ADF IV) of $3.2 billion, which became effective the previous

month. Over the next four to five years an average annual increase in lending

of 15% is possible, with a dotbling of total lending over the next five years.

15. Turning to ADB's policy reviews, President Fujioka reported the

recent submission of a comprehensive study of ADB's financial resources,

prepared by a highly regarded international consultant. To address issues

.raised by the study, a new Financial Policy Division has been established

within ADB. During 1982, a study of ADB's operational priorities and plans

for the 1980s was also completed, which made wide-ranging recommendations for

policy review and revision. Included in these was a proposal to provide more

concessional assistance to the poorest DMCs, which would mean that loans to-

middle-income DMCs would be on less concessional terms. Also recommended in

the report are: more liberal local cost financing, a wider use of program

lending, a streamlining of loan administration, and closer policy dialogue

with DMC governments.
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16. Comments by Governors were generally positive with regard to both the

review of financial policies and the study of operational policies and plans

for the 1980s. However, most Governors, while congratulating President

Fujioka on his successful negotiations for the GCI and the replenishment of

the ADF in times of economic stringency, were greatly disappointed at the

overall size of both. Some Governors were concerned that the low paid-in

portion of the GCI would generate upward pressures on lending rates at a time

when DMCs were suffering severely from adverse debt situations. Referring to

the painful process of negotiations which had led to these increases, some

Governors called for attention to be given to ways and means of improving the

process. References were made to the proposals of some of the non-regional

members to provide Special Capital Increases, and Governors hoped that these

badly-needed expressions of support for ADB would not get delayed by lengthy

negotiations. Most Governors responded positively to the proposals for more

liberal policies for local cost financing, program lending, etc. but some

called, in addition, for financing of cost overruns, and financing of the full

cost of projects. There was some feeling that, in view of dropping interest

rates, ADB should also review its lending rate with a view to lowering it.

Most Governors endorsed the recommendation for closer policy dialogue with

member governments, which they felt was an important advance from ADB's purely

project lending approach in the past. However, there were strong warnings

against trying to achieve too much all at once, and many Governors felt that

an important prerequisite to an increased role in policy dialogue was a

strengthening of ADB's analytical capabilities and a build-up of staff,

particularly of country economists.

17. Future Prospects. Turning to the future, President Fujioka said that

ADB will need to play a much greater developmental role than hitherto, and

that the changing regional and global circumstances now call for new develop-

ment strategies. Measures that ADB plans to take to assist DMCs in achieving

their developmental objectives include the establishment of closer links with

DMCs through resident offices; strengthened policy dialogues with member

governments; a new approach to project lending, focusing more on the specific

needs of individual countries; and closer consultation with member countries

in the formulation of country strategies and programs. Coupled with this

would be increased emphasis on the development of human resources to enable

DMCs to maximize capital investments. In addition, ADB's lending over the

next four to five years will double from $10 billion to $20 billion, with more

diversification of operations.

18. Recognizing the importance for economic development of an under-

standing by policymakers of the development process, President Fujioka

announced his intention to convene, in August 1983, the first in what he hoped

would become an annual series of ADB Round Tables, at which senior officials

of developing and developed countries, and of ADB, could discuss relevant

topics.

19. In conclusion, President Fujioka acknowledged the proven growth

potential of the Asian-Pacific region and expressed the hope that, once DMCs

get through the current crucial period, this economic growth would be

resumed. ADB, he felt, would have an important role to play in that process.
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20. Several Governors expressed support for the establishment of more

resident offices in member countries, but all agreed that these offices must

have a sufficient degree of authority for decision-making and must therefore

be staffed by high quality personnel. Governors from the South Pacific Island

countries all welcomed the prospect of the proposed South Pacific Regional

Office, and the Governor from Cook Islands invited ADB to establish the office

in his country.

Other Country-Specific Issues

21. China. An initial application for membership had recently been

submitted to ADB by the People's Republic of China, whose Government

stipulated, as one of the conditions of its membership, that 
Taiwan's

membership be revoked. At the time of the Annual Meeting, no decision had

been made on this question. Governors for Bangladesh, France, Nepal, Pakistan

and the Philippines all endorsed China's membership. ADB should, they felt,

become a development resource center for the region as a whole, without

excluding any one country, and the People's Republic of. China should take its

rightful place in the institution. The Republic of China, on the other hand,

stressed that it has every right to remain a member of ADB. A founder member

of ADB in 1966, it has fulfilled all its obligations and is a member in good

standing by any standards. No longer a borrower, the Republic of China has

voluntarily contributed funds to the Technical Assistance Special Fund and,

more recently, to the Asian Development Fund.

.22. India. At ADB's Annual Meeting in April 1981, the Governor for India

announced his Government's intention to borrow from ADB's ordinary funds with

effect from 1983. This matter was discussed by ADB's management and Board in

connection with the recent General Capital Increase, when doubts were raised

as to the feasibility of ADB's administering a lending program to India given

ADB's resource constraints. The Governor for India, in putting forward a case

for ADB's providing funds for his country, described the effective measures

taken by his Government to sustain investment levels and reduce inflation. To

continue to sustain these efforts and bring about the necessary structural

adjustments without going in for large commercial borrowings, 
however, he said

that India would have to look to multilateral and bilateral sources of

development assistance. The Governors for Denmark and Viet Nam supported

India's request, which they said was fully legitimate.

23. Viet Nam and Afghanistan. Governors for both Viet Nam and

Afghanistan again called on ADB to resume lending to their countries.

24. South Pacific. Governors for most of the South Pacific Island

countries generally felt that their countries should receive special treatment

by ADB, with increased flexibility in the application of lending criteria, due

to the small size and scattered geography of their islands. As applied now,

they felt that ADB's criteria discriminated against them. The Governor for

the Solomon Islands, commenting on the arrangement between ADB and the World
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Bank for co-financed operations with ADB in the lead, said that he wanted the
World Bank to continue to develop its own knowledge of the region and its
needs; his Government did not like the idea of the World Bank abdicating this
role to ADB.

25. Hong Kong. The Governor for Hong Kong announced that his Government

was in the process of identifying capital projects which might be suitable for
ADB financing. Hong Kong has not borrowed from ADB since 1980, and any future
requests for assistance would not be on a large scale or over a long period,

but would be intended to help Hong Kong get "over the hump."

26. Singapore. Although Singapore did not borrow in 1981/82, the
Governor for Singapore stessed his country's position as a developing member

country with full borrowing rights.

27. Pledges. The Governor for Germany announced his Government's pledge
of Dm 2 million (generally untied) to the Technical Assistance Special Fund.

The Governor for the United Kingdom also announced a pledge to the Technical
Assistance Special Fund, of Z 200,000, reciprocally untied, to be disbursed by
March 31, 1984.

Closing Remarks

28. Chairman Pant observed that the common theme throughout the meetings
had been how to cope with the difficult economic situation facing the region,
and said that he was encouraged by the members' commitment to adopting a

cooperative approach to solving their problems. Governors, he felt, had
highlighted the relevance of ADB as a development institution, and reaffirmed
the soundness of the approach to development issues being pursued by ADB. Mr.
Pant acknowledged the excellent management of President Fujioka and his

management team, to which could be attributed ADB's high credit rating in
international capital markets. He concluded by offering his congratulations

to the Governor for the Netherlands on his election as Chairman of ADB's

Board.

29. In a brief statement, Chairman-Elect H.O. Ruding, Governor for the
Netherlands, said that his Government was honored that ADB's Board of
Governors had accepted the Netherland's invitation to hold the Seventeenth

Annual Meeting in Amsterdam. He said that Europe is showing an increasing
interest in ADB, not only through its non-regional members, but also through

the commercial and financial communities. Commercial banks are showing more

interest in co-financing with ADB, which should result in additional funds
being channelled to DMCs. Mr. Ruding endorsed the recommendation made in the
report on ADB's financial policies that ADB should become much more visible if

its good financial reputation, critical for a strong ranking in capital
markets, is to be understood by the financial community. He also endorsed the
establishment of an ADB office in Europe.
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Next Meeting

30. The Seventeenth Annual Meeting of ADB will be held in 
Amsterdam from

April 25 to 27, 1984.

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Stern, Karaosmanoglu, Hopper, Kirmani, Thalwitz,

Jaycox, Wiehen, Vibert, Sankaran, Ms. Ogawa, 
Davis

East Asia and Pacific Division Chiefs

South Asia Division Chiefs

LDavis:dg(DBO1)
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February 24, 1983

Dear Ir. Fujioka:

I am writing to you in connection with the forthcoming visit to
the Asian Development Bank of Mr. Warren C. Baum, who is a Vice
President of the World Bank and Chairman of the Consultative Group on
Intervational Agricultural Research. I understand that Mr. Baum has
an appointment with you on March 28, to discuss the work of the CUIAR
and the role of the regional banks in supporting the international
agricultural research centers. Mr. Baum will be joined by
Dr. Swaminathan, the Director General of the International Rice
Research Institute. They will subsequently be going to Beijing where
IRRI is to be awarded the Third World Prize for its contribution to
agricultural production in Asia.

As you nay know, the World Bank provides the Secretariat of the
CGIAR and has been contributing roughly 10% of the total funding. The
Inter-American Development Bank is a major contributor to the centers
in Latin America.

While I recognize that each of the regional banks is unique, I
very much hope that the Asian Development Bank will find it possible
to make a larger and more sustained contribution to the work of the
Group. The budgets of the international research centers are under
pressure because of inflation. While most of the present donors are
increasing their contributions each year, these increases are not
sufficient to meet the essential needs of the centers. There are very
few potential donors remaining outside the Group. The vital
contribution that the centers have made and continue to make to
agricultural productivity in Asia directly supports the objectives of
the Asian Development Bank. May I therefore invite you to use the
occasion of Mr. Baum's visit to consider whether the Asian Development
Bank can take a more active participation, both financial and
scientific, in the work of the CGIAR.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

Mr. Masao Fujioka
President
Asian Development Bank
P. 0. Box 789
Manila, Philippines

CFarrar/WCBaum:vbm:File D-6
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July 29, 1982

Dear r. Njika:

I hove been told that you are taking a mm look at the train~
ing polities and programs of your institution. As you will have
learned, the Asian Dwavelopwwt gank 4nd The World batk's Economic
Developent Institute have iooperated in training officials of
Asian countries, but only occasionally. It would, I believe, be
to the advantage of our common developing country membarrhip if
that cooperation eeuld be *xpandod. It could be aspecially
benafiocial for the Pacifte island cauutrios who** cspoettios for
etonowde =Aueemnt and for project plann and implmentiation
are limted.

As you wy kam, staff of the 'ank and of "DI visited the
Asian DRvelopmet nk in the spring and had useful disessions
with your staff. They took the occasis to explain EDI's new
regional apprach, and the greater emphasis it is new placing on
assistance to strengthen mgimwl and sation*l training institu-
timw. As a fol1w-up to that visit, EDI is #*nding inforeation
on its current and PY84 prvgrame, at headquarter a"d overseas, to
the Chief of your Developwnt Pliley Office. We have se ideas
for specific joint activity vhich we would be glad to oxplore with
you. And if there is any way in which EDI can be helpful to you
and your staff in the review which you are nadertaking, I hope
you will be in touch with EDI's Director, Ajit Nosdar.

I take this oceasion to velcee you to the fraternity of
international financial institutions, and to wish you suctess in
your "-W poet,

Sincerely.

A. W. Clausen
Mr. Masalface Vujiok.
President
Afsian Development Uank
P.O. Box 789
1ailA, Philippines

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Mlob ndar
cal* Mr. Clausen's Office (2)

ANoaazodar: SEBoskey: di
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK PRESIDENT MASAO FUJIOKA

WILL BE IN WASHINGTON APRIL AND WOULD VERY MUCH

LIKE TO CALL ON PRESIDENT CLAUSEN ON 1 APRIL.

WOULD GREATLY APPRECIATE RECEIVING REPLY WHETHER

POSSIBLE AND IF SO AT WHAT TIME*

Y. KAMIHARA

PERSONAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

ASIANBANK
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Biographical Information

MASAO FUJIOKA
Incoming President, Asian Development Bank

Experience

11/24/81 - Will take office as President, Asian Development Bank

1977-11/81 - Executive Director of the Export-Import Bank of Japan

1973-77 - Ministry of Finance: Director General, International

Finance Bureau (1975-77), Deputy Director (1973-75)

Before 1973 - Varied experience in international finance area.

1966 - Director of the Department of Administration, Asian

Development Bank

1960 - International Monetary Fund, Japan Desk

Other

Several publications on Japan's international economy, e.g. "The

North-South Issue and Japan."

Education

Master of Law. Tokyo University

Personal

Born in 1924. Married with one daughter and two sons.

Hobby: golf and gardening.
Fields of interest: balance of payments, international finance,

international investment and foreign aid.

Attachment

September 1981
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helt-ing to establish the Asian Deve op- cuantitv. :e Isus. Whtn I exp'i ned to b
men. Bank. He sta'ed on in the Phlip- The authorities did no: get verxfa r it . r's exactly what wxe v-re a
nines to 'ecome the hunk's firs; director inducne the last aetnative - not cnx unrdersood and acepted our

t scause of the giap in in terest rates but h4 says.
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that the domeic barks was susuend-d by the

ruite similar to aut orities.

fe othe advanced economies an Thesostous authorities did not like 35-

they are an imnrovement on e this an n a campaign for the "in-

estiti on yen nverion -ternalionalisation" of the yen, whih

how muga deped o mpi ig the yen a greater 375

tto.rolei the cointry' c~urrt tand capital \ci "'o-
Mnation. transd ntions The wide gap between Rdte aint US en f ner od

NTEREST-F EE DE CS TS; One catch is domestic and foreign interest rates - 4,

tat, before 'aboihIng the restrictions on foreign rates being lower - and the p0-

cersion e into yen uthortes for tential loss of handling fees from ex- flow, the 'reserve requirement could be

e tne u e r deposit re- chare tansactions made the banks re- raised to discourage indirectly. (The

'qirement for- banks' foren currency luctant to shift into yen for import fi- authorities prefer indirect restrictions to

iriies.entrast-fre freee rdenyosits na ncina Resere requirements for for- direct ones through holding limits be

were required for yen deposits and at ingn currencv liabilities, provided for in cause they are more general and less dis-

various points in the past also for banks' 1972 but never put into effect, were cretionary.) Another attraction of ap-

riee en holdings- - but the tatter were considered by the authorities an effec- plying reserve requirements for foreign

t In effect in the recent past. Now the nyc means to induce the yen shift. currenc v liabilities as well as for domes-

banks must deposit 0.25n of their for- It also occurred to the authorities tic deposits is that it would provide a

n currency liabilities and free yen that these requirements. which consti- link between the ordinary yen and for-

eoings with the Bank of Japan, inter- ute an additional -policy instrument to eign currency markets - the lack of

est wr h h. regulate capital intlows, would enable which has been criticised.

The reserve requirement decision was them to lift the much-criticised restric-

the orks for some time as the autho- tions on conversion into yen. OFFSHORE LENDiNG:The second relaxa-

es searched for ways to reduce the If there soare or uick an in- tion was in domestic banks' offshore

lending (REVIEW. Sept. 9). During the

Eurodollar market crisis of 1974 and the

ut, he c ,some Americans are major industrial countries Japan now emergence of high "Japan rates" for

ous and get emotional about Japan's t 2L en oLi Eurodollar borrowings, the authorities

ou e ia l d televi- after West Germany.Th US of prohibited Japanese banks from makin
--"rt Success in cars. -. e1 and (Tevh USof re mei ndnn-er mt

n sets. Since they fee! US products course, is ezcepted, because the dollar is new medium- and long-term commit-

Superior, they suspect that the Ja- universall accepted as the international merts and also set ceiligs for their shor4
e suerir. hevsuspc: hattheJa- mvesa!y term dollar lendings. As a result. out-

nese must be chealaing, Fujioka con- currency.) Even Switzerland, which is term dolar lend s a reulneu

ds. He also claims that there is a lot often thought to have a fairl liberal an dollar lendins of Japanese

misunderstandine behind foreign ryste acualy has "extremely severe" banks be-an to declnde rapidly from

-icism of Japan's exchange controls. controls such as negative interest and aroun m h-9r andt ther dron-

Admitting that some procedures de- partial freeing of deposits by non- sternation, their market shares dropped.

nded by the authonties were com- residents. too. The ban ks clamoured for a lifting of

ared. he insists that since the autho- But will not Japan revert to strict the ban and the authorities began moving

s have normaily app e-d all appii- controls once the ba ance-of-payments slowly at the end of last year. aloin

ins the sVsrc-rn must be said to be turns avams t again. Fujioka says he the banks to make new medium- and

The se oert on r,.si hopes that that would not be the case - long-term cominit.ents to matc the

.tnrs issuing bonds oversec5 and draw- allh i ne has left the Finance Minis- reduced outstanding loans.

soans -ris-- '' w t ho h e o say in the natter Vie- Recently, the uthoities carried the

- n forctgn coans must Le m.'i e tr' i 44 a.i t .. lxto mc uter o h

-t ew dmsi t t c. r of policy, he believes, are re m furter, Now the

licy won't be emffc ve and a rush c l e country' r domestic nans can make as many

Jianes borrowers into te S mtdh- arc 'ong-term commTr'itments as
iw thhe JT'S 'Isng Raee oroes i tethe, ik, as long als they, are madIe

:cpean markets could disrupt these n r c res'-oni:ritY as an n- tgaxns a ium- as tong- e mare

as cll' d sr' i ~ 'na g - 'r 'i i - and "" a" .on -t ermn burrow -

Terestrctiois on residents' con- Thi ' -e dmes .vhen authcrviei igs: that s. the authrities are stil

to resort to the direct war. . a eceat t v a
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nc rave beer s - C- year >rpei iL &ori maIkets. Of ZOnis1 anlO a7omtoring o

ne s; tion ret n s \ no au Also the ,m i on nfidts -o-eirn cu]- Irauc transactions. Tris is part

tholties say they do not want to see rency savins has been lifted. These re- sponse to the mounting floreg z

rasti increaser "mp vig that they laxations only represcnt a +rturn tc pasi that comrplicated import proed

are stil leels of res ictonl. (AecuisitiOnL of here constitute a non-tariff ba-;en

o - nk s s ites and S0noeln cUT- aamist P oreI n products. The .a rese

7ust cerale withir: 'he r m recy soving had been linerau-ed in the banks. saddled with enr'rmous

aid down. but no z--,ition is d-rwn earl97s. but wers SeZAy 0twrtaiied w ork fn- the authuies, would we-

betweer, whethe thr se arc domestic or afie the o crisis) come such changes. But measures i -

fore ,n yen] loanvolving more than one ministry are no: -

The relaxation of offshoTe lenmrin FREIGN CUFRENZY: As well as the nallv slow 1) bmaerianse, and ba.nk-e s

rUles came about onil as a Tesult o ns. te and trci's nere ant not expectne sU:-
. -- , -- Lh 71te rac_,od n tal Sim- -ni po m ns

prresure morn cCMes ans. As the ir auni
nancial plight of the non-o--producing p licazions and nelaxatmns in nor -- de Hovu the recent relaxation measures

developing countries became an interna- curnt transacc-ons and accon PanN r, are evaluated depends (rn whethe the

tional issue, and as the developed na- payrents. The list of Lberalisanios is observen sees them more as ad hoc and

tions pledged efforts to induce flows of exienve ' but the most imporant ones cyclical. prompted by the country's cu-
tions pledge effrts to inuc flews sOfn balate-spayent nulI

funds into these countries through off: are. an increase fro USS 1000 to ent strong baLnce-of-payrnents p s

cial as well as private institutions. USC 000 in the amount Of foreign cur- lion. or as steps in Tokyo's secular ef-e

Tokvo could not ve- vell maitain its
strict restrictions on offshore loans by
commercial banks. Obviously, however,
the new reserve deposi reiuirements of
foreign currency liabilities can be act)-

vated to slow offshore dollar ltnding is OWN

by domestic banks should they start

moving too quickix foi the conservative
tastes of the aut ories.

The third set of re'axations also con ~

cerned capital transactions. Hitherto z:

there have been three types o2 yen a
count: free, "fifth-cl:ause.' and ordm-

ary. Free yen are the holtdIgs of non-

rescdents, whatever currency inex were

originally in. They can be converted
into other currencies tinonditionly.
Fifth-clause accounts. so called because F ore.g exchanpe tran actions Con:roi eased.

thyare bsed on th -fifth ciause of thle
Fhe ign Exsed o te Orfrh e, dof~ed tncy wh ich can be ri t ed fr ely forts at liberalisation. In the immedlIte

from Es of bods b\ r on-nents wit out offictal perr i n virtual lift- post-war ears, fo"eign-exchange trans-

whc savt bn del for ls t n six ing of limits on oT-ign urnency puT- actions were basically banned, witluh

mo ths. Frnds from these accounts chases for forein tyxel splication of few officiall-actioned excepnons.

coulons. Fb orme one i on contracts for such services as shipping. The emphasis was on inducing inflOws

a lmited basis. O-d"en" n ccc.nns nsueance. peeefor-mances copyright and and discoutrang outflows. But wen

ane the ol ascsnt pe.ted to nesi- market sc'arch: and an increase from the European currences restored con-

denths, and lack co-nt erm*iitv and trans- USSI 000 to US -,000 in the amount vertibiiiv among themselves, the Japn-

deaity. (Ad lcrrovo 'stay of six f C-xc n-e allowed -uiomatically to ese followed modsty by e.abLi

months in Japan mnkes a persn a resi- on-sthe free en acout for the

dent.) in ificant crmmnc mninators of dent. That was in 1 960.

'The fiftt-cl)use account w -specic- lhese relaxations - that now benef- In the mid-1 9 60s. Japan began

ally, 'itgned TO pevent nor-res" ents ciaies need not make 'rips to the Fi- ing the obligations of article eight of the

from ce lne in ,t is ot nance Ministry or the Bank of Japan International Monctary Fund

tfrm in e ti ngt ra t he yaem ents. Clo ior and r - th roug n curr :,ersom e and som e- m ent, prohi' i-ing direct estiCti n on

ter mto:est encage in shol -le ir tim es humiliating proced ues before ob- p y ent s ccO p n}ing current tn

t .actio on a sioificant scale if taining perm ission for the transac'ions. actions. Ard, in the late 1960s a

hes could not remit te funds. This na- but can fi.nish their business at the pri- became a trade and corenl-acco 1'-

urly pun a maior daIi~per on sh ot- vate banks. Strinen necunoments for lus natio. increcasing the bac
turalI puta ajo dmpe oro -idb earofven after the o

term capital moxem'nts in and out of pioducing evieice of trn:act ns'a a .c'Fcd reva the \ thn

the To " arket - so the setis 'ction v3so 'ore y b en eli nm ad T.e 1  o e fs . 1m 3 f orcd revalathe on

a'he au rile ar d the n of ion g cia~rn that in - t to the Sd
- Ie'.1 .e s he '0. - sVp Is cc'ofTnmIed

7ri~ LUvTtrs tuhonie L

The fill -chuse acnoutt 70s nc'w true most aKI'c C n r -r ~> -~ -tO~ " aJs mch i
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recen uc:L Thcy oiue P tn s once eee- con are noz as libea1 as Wy Ger
s to rcc rnl hiP,; a p arty r'-

___F1s e forft.. -: St ot corrtFis have 0o-
cut>. apv , i to. lik. n- nv e- tece the Jne I -c publ c fron e

rts. sT2 I i1 tO Gl chta n7 risk in the past. An inevitabie

The; the oil s thed e n rnfl't on ove-ses urces of funds. effect of liberasAition would be to a si
w as an O-rseil 0, f pGFi Sotme foreers aiso usct that the Ja- on some of the risk burde to doT1estc

-y. Bu: Otte their sne or er-s.; the panese authorloes are trying to keep the private interests. Another effect would

9 enge~ e.:rc arncmg th' firs. to re- value of the yen down by encouraging a be a closer relationship between Tokyo

over t the cou in that fol ed greater outflow of capital. and internatioral financial (parTicu-arlz
the oil Ak, one again buirg cp a There is worry, too, that the reserve short-term) markets. This, in turn,

trae se.- . s and b c ofrnt 1 7-tractive requiremrients could discxurage imports would induce a rationalsation of the

marker :- forcigrers to raise funds in. (wvhich are still financed through doilar domestic financial markers, both tor

Its gr !a Surolus generated envy and usar'ces) and conie into conflict with yen and dollars, which have been ngidly

aresentr: and Japan has willy-nilly Tokyo's overail policy of baiancng its controlled by the authorities.

taken a new role as "one of the thrse trade and indacing capiril outflows. And since domestic and intemational

e -fneri the world econorry. Part of Finally, detertained criti- point out markets are no longer separared by a

the ne'u erden was to play a more ac- that some important aCtiLitc s by resi- thick wall, officials would have to re-

tive Firtz ii role in the intern tional dents (bond flotations overaeas, accept- learn how to carry out effective mone-

market. ance of "-impac:" loans - ones which tary and fiscal policies doaestically

How permanent the most recently- lack a specified purpose - and free con- while at the same time maintainrng ac
ntrod moves are meant to be will version of yen for urspeecifled purposes) ceptable trade and exchange policies

not be -wn until the country's for- are still prohibied arA that Toky o's within the changcd framework.

e UnSof our success
Friendly and efficient any other Japanese bank,

Service in a dvnamic Saitama offers Its customers

conomy is the winnIng the full benefits of its vigor

crnbination that assured - and vision. The vigor that

car growth in to a city has made it one of !apan's
bank of laran. And now .Z fastest growing major

e're developing into banks. And the vision

n intern ational 7 of a bank that tever
lncai comlpiex. orgets people are

?erhaos more than peop.
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Japan's P0

Japan's Policy on International Finance the preseni
speculative

Recov
FUJIOKA MASAO tainly conti

should be n
one disagre(
States that -
tate Japan's
standing of

INCE THE LATTER HALF of the 1960s, Japan's international be hoped forbalance of payments has been characterized by a surplus, representing a In addi
sharp departure from the previous trend of deficits. During this same responsible n
period, Japanese policy on international finance has also gradually the world ect
evolved, reflecting this era of surplus. There was a temporary halt to the led to a seric
trend after the socalled "oil crisis" of late 1973, which increased Japan's the expansioi
oil payments alone by more than $13 billion in 1974. After an adjust- essential to tli
ment period of two years or so, however, Japan's external payments to support thposition improved, and since 1976 has again registered a sizeable cur- aimed at chec
rent account surplus. as well as to i

Japan's domestic economy, on the other hand, has not fully recov- 124 items on
ered from the recession triggered by the oil crisis, and economic activities tronic comput,
-particularly in the private sector-have remained virtually stagnant. Japan's foreig
Various fiscal and monetary measures to stimulate domestic demand eralized, and t
have been implemented during the past few years. But the effect of these iments flows. Astimuli was not sufficient to prevent a large current account surplus in Philosophy to
1977, which amounted to $11 billion. The continuing surplus into 1978 not only in traihas created a vicious circle. A situation has been created in which the
balance of payments surplus raises the value of the yen, which cools off if
the impetus of economic recovery from the recession, which in turn wha
makes reduction of the surplus a very difficult task. at follow

The postwar exchange rate of Y360 to the dollar lasted until 1971. !ernational fina
The current value of the yen is around Y220. In the course of last year LtlY. In the E
alone, the yen was revalued by more than 25 percent. Broadly speaking, J"Panlese banks
three factors account for the wide and rapid appreciation of the yen. "ade to a numi
First, there is the strong surplus trend in Japan's external payments. The 1a. Mexico, a:
second factor is the weakiess of the dollar itself, reflecting disequi- 1 Y7 capital
librium in the US balance of payments, which in 1977 had a $20.2 bil- 8 alone, the
lion current account deficit. Thirdly, it should be pointed out that under d to exceed

Iolicy of encour
280
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1 Finance the present floating system, exchange rates are highly susceptible to
speculative capital movements.

Recovery of the Japanese economy from the recession will cer-
tamnly contribute to the growth of the world economy and, therefore,
should be mutually beneficial to both the United States and Japan. Noone disagrees with this. But the point is often overlooked in the UnitedStates that a more stable yen-dollar exchange rate would greatly facili-tate Japan's recovery from the recession. In this context, better under-standing of the exchange rate issue by American leaders is greatly toJapan's international be hoped for.

surplus, representing a In addition to the expansionary policy at home, Japan has-as acits. During this same responsible nation-pursued a liberal trade and exchange policy towarde has also gradually the world economy. It was the oil crisis that reduced world trade, andStemporary halt to the led to a serious global recession. The lesson of this experience is thathich increased Japan's the expansion of global trade, based on the principle of free trade, is974. After an adjust- essential to the sound and steady growth of the world economy. In orderiss external payments to support the ongoing Tokyo Round of tariff reduction negotiationsistered a sizeable cur- aimed at checking emerging protectionist sentiment in many countries.as well as to increase its own imports, Japan reduced import duties ond, has not fully recov- 124 items on March 4 of this year. Such products as automobiles, elec-nd economic activities tronic computers, color films, and whiskey are included in the 124 items.ed virtually stagnant. Japan's foreign exchange control has also been almost completely Jib-ate domestic demand eralized, and there is virtually no direct control over international pay-But the effect of these ments flows. All of these developments are a reflection of Japan's basic.nt account surplus in philosophy to seek more active international economic interchanges,ing surplus into 1978 not only in trade but also in investment and finance.
created in which the
yen, which cools off I -

ssion, which in turn
In what follows, I should like to elaborate onJapan's p on in-Jar lasted until 1971. ternational financial transactions/ Capital outflows have increased re-e course of last year cently. In the Fall of 1976, restrictions on external lending activities bynt. Broadly speaking, Japanese banks were relaxed. Since then, substantial loans have beenreciation of the yen. made to a number of middle-income countries, such as Brazil, Argen-ternal payments. The tina, Mexico, and others. Issuance of yen-denominated bonds in the. reflectig disequi- Tokyo capital market by nonresidents is also encouraged. During April977 had a $20.2 bil- 1978 alone, the aggregate amount of issues by foreign entities is ex-)Inted out that under pected to exceed Y100 billion, or $500 million, for the first time. Thispolicy of encouraging free flows of capital shows Japan's willingness to
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cooperate with the industrial countries on the balance of payments developing c(
problem. It also ensures a greater transfer of resources from Japan to opportunities,
the developing countries. It is certain that Japan will strengthen this and so forth. I
form of international economic cooperation in the future. be an unfavo

The basic policy stance of Japan has been to cooperate positively investors hesit
with the deficit countries in financing until such time as the adjustment Althoug
process is completed. When a balance of payments disequilibrium oc- operating witt
curs, altering the exchange rate functions as a corrective adjustment up to conflicts of ;
to a certain point. But as corrective measures for balance of payments Japan have le
deficits, appropriate fiscal and monetary steps are just as important as operation is cc
adjusting the exchange rate. At any rate, the adjustment process- ample room to
whether through a change in the exchange rate or in economic policy- But how shoult
requires a certain amount of time before the effects begin to show. One way

The question of financing the balance of payments deficit during the internation
the adjustment period cannot be ignored. This is why Japan supports ously mentione
the Supplementary Financing Facility of the International Monetary Direct lol
Fund. This scheme calls for the IMF to assist a country with external Japanese comn
deficits by extending supplementary balance of payments financing restricted after
through additional resources made available by surplus countries. Thus, banks were len
Japan is willing to cooperate financially with- the world through both rowed on a sho
official and private channels. ment, quite rigl

Japanese banki
III len* dable funds,

There are various ways in which a country can cooperate in the have been relax
international economy, and in particular with the developing countries. bank loans is th,
The first-a very important form of cooperation-is Official Develop- involve short-ter
ment Assistance. Notwithstanding a large budget deficit and a situation ing, the kind of
where even domestic needs cannot be met, the Japanese government has serves the same I
pledged to double its ODA within the next five years, and efforts are be- countries, it shot
ing made even to surpass this goal. Another m

Another means of international economic cooperation is to con- banks. Various i
tribute toward the expansion of world trade. Approximately 80 percent taken for grante
of the development funds of developing countries come from their ex- developing coun
port earnings. This clearly demonstrates the crucial nature of an expan- certain stage of
sion of world trade for the developing world. Furthermore, since their exitence. But in
exports are predominantly primary commodities, it is very important to trial countries ha
ensure the stabilization of the export earnings of these commodities. Panies and banks
Still another means of cooperation is through direct investments in the Ince. I am convir
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the balance of payments developing countries. This would contribute to increased employmentresources from Japan to opportunities. the domestic substitution of imports, expanded exports,apan will strengthen this and so forth. But in this connection, it must be recognized that there mayStfuture, be an unfavorable investment climate in many countries, which makesen to cooperate positively investors hesitate until such conditions improve.
ch time as the adjustment Although trade and investment are very important ways of co-rments disequilibrium oc- operating with the developing countries, too large a presence often leadscorrective adjustment up to conflicts of interests with host countries, as both the United States andfor balance of payments Japan have learned in the past. In contrast, capital and financial co-are just as important as operation is comparatively free from such potential friction, and there ise adjustment process- ample room to increase financial cooperation with the developing world.or in economic policy- But how should we do this?
ects begin to show. One way is by affording the developing countries broader access topayments deficit during the international capital markets in order to procure funds. As previ-is why Japan supports ously mentioned, the Tokyo capital market is now very open to them.International Monetary Direct loans by commercial banks is another answer. Loans bya country with external Japanese commercial banks to the developing countries were severelyof payments financing restricted after the Euromarket crisis of 1974. This was because thesurplus countries. Thus, banks were lending on medium- or long-term, but the funds were bor-the world through both rowed on a short-term basis from the Euromarket. The Japanese govern-

ment, quite rightly, saw the risk involved in such operations. But sinceJapanese banks have now succeeded in diversifying their sources oflendable funds, as well as the maturities of such funds, the restrictionscan cooperate in the have been relaxed since the Fall of 1976. A noticeable trend in thesehe developing countries. bank loans is the increase in yen-denominated loans. Since this does notn-is Official Develop- involve short-term borrowing from abroad to finance the long-term lend-et deficit and a situation ing, the kind of risk mentioned earlier is not involved. And since thisapanese government has serves the same purpose of providing foreign exchange to the developingears, and efforts are be- countries, it should be further encouraged.
Another means of cooperation is trade financing by commercialcooperation is to con- banks. Various international and domestic financing facilities, which areproximately 80 percent taken for granted in the industrial world, are not always available in theies come from their ex- developing countries. When the economies of these countries reach acial nature of an expan- certai stage of development, these facilities will gradually come intourthermore, since their existence. But in the meantime, the financial institutions of the indus-it is very important to trial countries have an important role to play. Japanese security com-

of these commodities. panies and banks have now gained a very broad international experi-irect investments in the ence. I am convinced that they will be willing to put that experience to
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good use by cooperating with the countries that wish to raise funds in Thus, the
the Tokyo market, or to utilize other financial facilities. available in important to n
Japan. efforts made by

IV a policy of fo;
should say that

I turn now to the internationalization of the yen. As a country with Japanese econc
a strong economy, and hence a strong currency, internationalization of tionalization of
the yen has become an important issue for Japan. The internationaliza- There are;
tion of a currency may be measured, first of all, by the extent to which izing the curren
it is used in external trade. Only about one percent of Japan's exports also have some
was denominated in yen before the oil crisis. This has now risen to more that any advers&
than 20 percent. Imports denominated in yen, on the other hand, ac- Japanese goven
counted for less than one percent in the early 1970s, and the share has national.
not changed significantly. From a difi

Secondly, the international nature of a currency is measured by importance of tf
the possession of that currency by foreigners. The outstanding amount in the postwar in
of free yen accounts, which are the freely convertible yen deposits in Woods system r(
Japan held by nonresidents, was around $500 million in 1970. This is States alone cou2
estimated to have grown by ten times since then. The portfolio of Jap- Needless to say,
anese stocks and bonds purchased by foreigners has increased remark- simply that the
ably in the past several years. Leaving aside stocks which are traded for pected to play g
various reasons, the purchase of bonds by nonresidents exceeded sales nomic strength. 2
by Y644 billion, or nearly $3 billion. The purchase trend of bonds with deserves and is ol
fixed yields is considered to be a more reliable indicator of foreign pref-
erence for the yen. It is reported that the monetary authorities of many
nonresidents hold yen assets as a part of their official reserves. It is un-
fortunate that, in order to eliminate speculative purchases, acquisition
by nonresidents of bonds with maturities shorter than five years and one
month was banned in March of this year. When the exchange market
stabilizes, this restriction should and will be removed.

Yet another reflection of the internationalization of a currency is
borrowing in that currency by nonresidents, as mentioned earlier. Many
international organizations and foreign governments have floated yen-
denominated bonds in the Tokyo market since 1970. The first issue was
pioneered by the Asian Development Bank in December 1970. As of
the end of March this year, 44 public issues amounting to Y715 billion,
which is equivalent to $3.25 billion, have been floated in the Tokyo
market.
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

President - Mr. Taroichi Yoshida
Vice Presidents - 1r. A. T. Bambawale

Mr. S. Stanley Katz

I. General Information

A. Functions. The Asian Development Bank (ADB) began operations on

December 19, 1966, with the aim of promoting investment of private and public

~ini Lhe Asia and Pacific regions, financing projects for economic

development of the region which at present are not financed or not adequately

financed through existing shares, and acting as a stimulus to other measures

for regional economic cooperation,

At the end of 1980, ADB's total authorized 
capital stood at $9.21 billion

of which $8.83 billion had been subscribed by the Bank's 
43 member countries. 1/

ADB is authorized to borrow on the international capital market 
and sell bonds

to central banks or monetary authorities of its member countries.

The resources of the Bank available for financing concessional loan

commitments are administered in the Asian Development Fund (ADF) which was

established in 1974. Total resources under administration in ADF at the end

of 1980 amounted to $2,916 million. Loans from ADF resources are made to the

poorer and less developed of ADB's members.

Each member country is represented on the Board of Governors by a

Governor and an Alternate Governor. The Board of Governors elect the president

of ADB and the Executive Directors.

B. Volume and Range of Oerations. Over the period 1967-1980, ADB extended

455 loans for a total of $8.093 million 2/. In 1980, ADB lending reached $1,436 milliot

for 59 projects. The average size of a loan stood at $24.3 million. The

total cost of projects approved for ADB financing in 1980 was estimated at

$3,561 million, of which about 33.4% was met by.direct ADB lending.

ADB activitis include the extension 
of (i) ordinary loans and special

funds loans; (ii) grants for technical assistance; and (iii) grants for regional

activities.

1/ ADB's membership is composed of 29 regional countries and 14 non-regional

countries. Regional countries: Afghanistan, Australia, Bangladesh, Burma,,

Republic of China, Cook Island, Fiji, Hong 
Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Democratic

Kampuchea, Kiribati, nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,

Singapore, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, Vietnam, Western Samoa.

Non-regional countries: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,

Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,

U.K., U.S.A.
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II. Onerztional Policies

A. Terms and conditions of lendinc. Terms and conditions of lending differ

according to wether the 1cans are OCR (Ordinary Capital Resources) loans or-

SF (Special Funds) loans (including ADF loans).
In its choice of borrowers, ADB in its OCR operations prefers to lend

directly to the entity carrying out the projects, and in its SF operations to

the Government of the member country where the project is located.

OCR loans. In 1980 the interest rate on CCR loans stood at 8.1% for

the period January - June and 9% for the period July - December. The final

maturity of ar. OCR loan is determined by project considerations, especially

the economic life of the project, but due account is also taken of country

considerations. The grace period is determined mainly by the time needed

before the project conceived becomes operational and starts to yield returns.

(exceptions to this method of determining final maturity 
and grace period are

OCR loans to Hong Kong and Singapore, and technical assistance loans).

ADF loans. Two criteria for determining the access of countries to

ADF lending are per capital GNP and debt repayment capacity. Countries are

classified into three groups:

ADF loans carry standard terms of 40 year maturity, including a grace

pe-riod of 10 years, and a service charge of 1% per, annum.

Group- A: . Group B: Group C:

Afghanistan Nepal Indonesia Republic of China
Bangladesh Pakistan Papua New Guinea Fiji.
Burma Solomon Islands Philippines Hong Kong

Kampuchea Sri Lanka Thailand Korea
Cook Islands Tonga Malaysia

Kiribati Vietnam Singapore
Laos Western Samoa
Maldives

Countries in group A are givon just priority in the allocation of

ADF resources with special attention given to the least developed. In general

group A countries. receive few OCR loans.

Countribs in group B may be provided for modest amounts of ADF resources

for financing of projects having a high social cont-ent. Indonesia is no longer
provided access to ADF resources. The total amount of ADF lending of lending

to the other three countries in, group B may not exceed 10% of total annual

ADF loans.
Group C countries do not have access to ADF loans.

in 1980, the share of concessional loans to the poorer countries was
about 33% of total ADB lending.

B. -Procurement Procedures. Procurement procedures for goods and services
are subject to international competitive bidding from suppliers of member countries.

C. Local Cost Financing. ADB finances mainly foreign exchange costs.

2/ Refer to table 1.1 for detailed breakdown..
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D.* Technical Assistance. ADB administers the Technical Assistance Special

Fund, which is the principal vehicle for mobilization of resources for financing

ADB's technical assistance activities. 
The total resources under administration

in the Fund at the end of 1979 amounted to $41.1 million, of xhich $23.8 million

has been utilized. ADB also administers technical assistance grants 
through

their channels. In 1980, ADB provided technical assistance 
for 56 projects.

Project preparation technical ass'istance 
was extended co 43 projects and advisory

and operational assistance for 13 projects. On a sector basis, 69.3% of the

total amount of technical assistance approved was for agriculture and

agro-industrY 7.3% for energy, 7.1% for industry, 3.1% for transport and

communicdtior, and the rest for water supply, education and health (refer to table 1.3).

Under a number of cooperation agreements, ADB administers technical

assistance funds for the EEC, Switzerland 
and other countries.

E. Sectoral Distribution. ADB's activities emphazised sectors related

to their Basic Needs Strategy, with the agriculture and agro-industry 
sector

receiving highest priority. The record major sectoral forces has been on the

development of the energy sector, particularly on the 
increased utilization of

indigenous energy resources. Another important area of activity is the. development

of social infrastructure such as potable water, 
urban development, health care

and educaiton. Refer to table 1.4 attached for sectorial 
breakdown of loan

approvals.
Sector lending was introduced in 1980. Two sector loans have been

granted: one for the water sector in Indonesia 
and one for the Highway sector

in Thailand.

F. Regional and Countrv- Distribution. 
ADB extends loans to its member

countries. Table 1.2 (attached) details loan approval 
by country and by

source of funds.

III. Cooperation between ADB and 
the Bank

A. - Volume of Co-financing. As of July 1981, ADB has contributed a total

of $590.6 million of co-financing for 16 Bank group 
projects in 11 countries.

The co-financing has been unde-rtaken on a parallel 
basis.

B. Special Arranements. In 1980, the Bank and ADB reached an under-

standing on co-financing projects in Fiji, Solomon Islands and Western Samoa,

whereby the ADB will carry out project appraisal on 
behalf of the Bank and

administer the Bank's fund and monitor the overall 
project implementation.

This co-operation agreement has been applied to the 
projects in Solomon Islands

and Western Samoa in 1980.



Summ~:arv of Operi t oln;
Table 1.1

1t37.1071 1072-1078 1g7a 1077 1978 1979 1980 19e7-10'

OPERATIONAL ACTiVITiES
L.oan Approvals 16 4 15 54 58 455

Amount of Loant 639.4 2,721.5 775.9 888.4 1,158.7 1,251.8 1,435.7 8,093.3

Ordinary Loans 59 115 21 24 31 29 29 287

Amount of Loans" 532' 1,934.0 540.0 614.6 7782 835.2 958.5 5,652.7

DIsbursemants 8 879 263 273 295 361 428.7 Z304.7

Special Funds Loans 28 89 18 21 22 29 30 219

Amount of Lr'ans 107.2 787.5 235.9 271.8 380.5 416.3 477.2 2,440.6

Aoburnome nts 7 204 63 84 167 125 150.3 737.7

Technical Assistance (Grants)4
Number of Projoct3 55 119 -24 42 47 5 56 376
Amount of Grants 8.0 20.3 4.6 7.2 11.1 13.9 14.2 752'

Regional Activities (Grants)-
Number of Projects 11 25 6 7 11 6 15 75

Amount of Grants 4.1 2.4 0.99 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.6 1C a

RESOURCES AND FINANCES-
Authorized Capital (at end of period)

In terms of current US dollar 1,327 3,707 3,707 8,711 9 .40 7" 9,512h 9,209 -

(In terms of 1966 US dollar) (1,100) (3,073) (3,073) (7,221) (7,221) (7,221) (7,221) -

Subscribed Capital (at end of period)
In terms of current US dollar 1,213 3.688 3,688 6,961 8,7411 8,861" 8,828 -

(in terms of 1965 US dollar) (1,005) (3,057) (3,057) (5,770) (6,709) (6.727) (6,922) -

Borrowings (gross)' 160 983 529 117 390 348 458 2,455

Outstanding Debt (at ezd of period) 159 1,084 1,084 1,205 1,610 1,777 1,872 -

Ordinary Reserve (at end of period) 20.0 101.6 101.6 142.2 196.8 298.8 391.2 -

Special Reserve (at end of period) 1.0 18.7 18.7 28.8 42.5 59.3 78.6 -

Gross Income 71.3 348.7 128.3 168.6 213.2 260.8 309.6 -

Net Income after Appropriation of
Commission to Special Roseive 37.0 118.4 40.6 72.4 106.4 83.0 131.8 -

Special Funds Resources
(at end of period)y , 192.5 931.9 931.9 1,285.2 1,846.7 Z065.4 2,9 16 .1-

Member Countries (at end of period) 4 - 38 42 42 42 43 43 43 -

Professional Staff (at end of period) 191 288 288 304 334 360 418 -

a Cumulattif Imounts in Lasi cosm may not ISHY duo 10 roundlng.

I ProIects "ianced tom toch Orouwsry C4aLott R*ourc4s anr Soec4aJ Fund$ fie counted only once; excludes on-gOmg protects for wilich suppiementary loans to miot cost

o.. . wvre .wosow .a ou"F2 Ina yew.

C Incltues refinanced afmio,%U1 01 tecm~ncaI aWcr toowa.

a tnciuoes pr'.cs twwn.i fro sotros xit a~oe too &a4. mainty UNCP. EEC and Seitzewtano; Technical Assistance financed on toa oasis are Included undsf toans.

a orlirat total a1'Cowe'r ws 114 1 Mniion 1ot w p'cieci. ligures ae oaiuate to exciUie two protects, namasy. Smaithoios fa Cairy Gsveioprnent. Malaysia ($150 tC) and

Forestry Deveiownent. Fle. Ca1,VO whtiic woere wit-r4tm in IM.

f Cumulative tot a,Xisead to kNCoG 4.Jo*e*ue.nt Accmooai ftancing of proects, namely. Jute s*.d Protect W1A.4943. A;nCuitue Credit (t.&&5001. both in eangiacean;

fgoretry Oe'reooomenl Prvqec 191.a.'i. Lao P0oo9e 0 Dm osalIc RapOuolic. muignat myoropower Protect 1svo.xiCi. Neoai. at fianceo oy uNOP; and Lungga myorcriwer

Prolect 412 &241 SooVrmn taaj-vos. SaAA financing.

osginal tow was s..rr,000- of wron ;I1.oixA tot .n3a'sgn the Aaian A~iocuituirs Svr;vy (Pti.ae t1) was roamiocrtod in 1977.

For ouroioes of tae f waWncMa, aiazemenle. caital Atocit amountsA for 1975.1-W have 00" "116004 inttrms of the SOR. at i"t Vale in CueR Ott united States Coltar as computed

bw IMF. AL& of 31 Owcaotirw 1PS3. "te ZN wats vatueo Ut a1.,41-

G roes contrace.i ticiwrmww erwrieo in u:) a'Wara at etchenge fete pirevaaitg at tte end of Itne year of eacn oodTowilg. Of the 1900 Oonowinge. one borrowg 1in the .

amount of 157 MiLAfn eaurve.W'1 winw j in 1rCeC'uA'Y 'v.

Comonase csnn.tAone .va.abwe trw k)an W.mlmnmnri&. resourcoe w & a~e from Ca#ta1. nst income ieanonaei and Omer credit of the Aqytcutturat Soecial Fund Icf'or to

I9rM. the Mmni eonee C' tNt l"s' to lw" an tne A#a&n LDewe~opient Fund iatne IV'3, out asciuies 'esources of vie TscCncal Assistance Srec-al Fund.

I Cownetnu mm &A* t e woovs aeliw srsWe Wo eacntng, rWte saivoments. anceiations &no roeoyrfentsi. tutatied ",.43 milion as of 31 DecerMoe liJ.

Source: Annual Report, 1980.



Table 1.2

LMON APPFWA.ULS ZY COUNThWT 441D UY !OUi--C 0 FUNDS, 1i7ii, 1"3,1G7-780 ... *.. .. -4

(&Lmount3 in rniUPon) :-. - -.- -

-. 1I4 C 1980 - - 1037-198O

-Country- CR SF - fotz- OCR SF Total OCR SF .Total

Afghanistan - - - 20.10 -- .20.10 - - - - 05:10 95.10 1.18.
Bangladesh . - 115.10 115.10 150.90 150.0 11.40 619.93 631.Z3 7.80
Burma -- . 38.80 50.50 50.50 6.60 283.X6 290.56 3.59

.Cambodia -*-- - - 1.67 1.67 0.02
China, Rep. of. - - - .100.39 - 100.39 1.24
Cook Islands - - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.011

FiJi 7.00 - 7.00- - - - 29.90 - 29.90 0.37
Hong Kong - - 20.00 - 20.00 101.50 101.50 1.25
indonesia 210.40 25.00 235.40 284.60 - 284.60 1,068.98 162.28 1,231.26 15.21

Kiribati - - - - - - - 1.75 1.75 0.02
Korea, Rep. of 160.10 - 160.10 174.53 - 174.53 1,168.33 3.70 1,172.03 14.48
Lao People's

Dem. Rep. - 7.00 7.00 - 10.15 10.15 -- 36.84 36.84 0.46.

Malaysia 79.20 - 79.20 83.75 - 83.75 589.95 3.30 593.25 7.33
Nopal - 30.88 30.88 - 38.50 38.50 2.00 217.72 219. 72 2.71
Pakistan -h 113.60 113.60 56.30 122.00 178.30 479.37 525.95 1,005.32 12.42

P.apua
New Guinea 6.25 6.00 12.25 12.00 8.00 20.00 35.95 61.94 97.89 1.21

Philippines 207.40 15.00 222.40 158.30 20.00 178.30 1,067.05 64.30 1.131.35 14.00
Singapore 15.10 - 15.10 19.00 - 19.00 178.08 3.00 181.08 2.24

Solomon
Islands - 2.00 2.00 - 3.65 3.65 - 14.85 14.85 0.18

Sri Lanka - 25.20 25.20 - 47.80 47.80 14.13 210.11 224.24 2.77
Thailand 149.80 15.00 164.80 150.00 20.00 170.00 795.18 57.10 852.28 10.53

Tonga - 1.20 1.20 - - - - 4.37 4.37 0.05
Viet Nam,

Soc. Rep. of - - - - - - 3.93 40.67 44.60 0.55
Western

Samoa - 3.45 3.45 - 4.74 4.74 - 31.03 31.03 0.38

TOTAL 835.25 418.33 1,251.58 958.48 477.24 1.43S.72 5,052.740 2,440.57 8.093.31 100.00

a CANUwA'h tOM bcWmesen rftnhr#Co* tcaWnac* a-tsVtG $oarw

Source: Annual Report 1980.



Table 1.3.

TECH NICAL A''ISTANCE APPROVALS 13Y SECTOR, 10719 1,30, 1067-1U801 -. --
(amounts In S thounid) - -

- 1979 1980 197-1083

o. -Amount % No. . Amount

Agriculture and Agro-induetry 30 7,870.0 55.4 30 9,810.08 69.2. 188 41,C10.54 55.3

Agriculturo 27 7,362.O 53.2 28 9,632.08 67.9 165 38,243.84 50.8

Agro-induatry ' 3 308.0 2.2 2 178.00 1.3 23- 3,366.704 4.5

Energy 2,519.0 18.2 4 1,024.00 7.2 38 8,709.84d 11.6

Industry and Non-Fuel Minerals - - 8 939.00 6.6 18 3,107.90 4.2
Development Banks 1 130.0 0.9 1 75.00 0.5 23 3,017.60 4.0

Transport and--
Comm unIctions 7 1,085.5 7.8 4 443.00 3.1 50 8,22830 10.9

Water Supply 4 687.0 5.0 3 375.00 2.7 23 4,849.50 6.2

Urban Development 2 799.0 5.8 - - - 3 899.00 1.2

Education 3 472.0 3.4 3 626.00 4.4 15 2,351.20 3.1
Health 2 250.0 1.8 4 824.00 5.8 6 1,074.00 1.4

Multiproject 1 70.0 0.5 1 70.00 0.5 2 140.00 0.2

Others 1 170.0 1.2 - - - 10 -1,451.70 1.9

TOTAL 57 13,852.5 100.00 56 14,186.08 100.00 378 75,239.58 100.00

a Excluding RAegorjai P'vfects and tecm-icat assistance loans.
b Two Proacs whICn wers suosequontly wIttrawn, namely. For.t:'y Devolopmwnt Pfolect, Fill (129.0= and SmailhoIders Osiry DOevtopment Prolect. Majaystl(15.0) havt bebsn excfudad.

C AOiuat..d to Incluce UNOP additional 1han~ceU of Sz1.A97 In July 1979 and $100.coo in January I9M0 for the Forestry Devetoomfnt Protect in Lao PeooiesDOmocMaiic Pavvuwc wlhcr, was eoewed in 197&
* Adlustad to Inci UNQP adltionaJ fianring of &Z7.000 for Uulghta Iyorooow.q Poject. Ne&al in 190

Source: Annual Report 1980.



table 1.4

LOAN APPROVALS BY SECTOR: THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGES, 1968-1970 - 1978-1980

Total Agriculture industry Devol- Transpor W Urban
Tai and Agro- Energy and Non. opment and Commu- Water Dovlopmant
ening a Industry Fuel Minarals Banks nications Supply Education

and Health

Average during
(US S million)

1968-1970 128.4 25.0 15.4 19.3 30.0 30.9 6.8 1.0
1969-1971 199.3 40.8 50.6 17.3 39.0 43.2 7.4 1.0
1970-1972 271.9 42.7 89.9 13.7 38.0 58.4 27.0 2.2

1971-1973 330.5 52.1 106.4 1.4 51.2 78.9 37.1 3.4
1972-1974 428.4 80.4 114.4 17.2 64.5 91.4 57.1 3.4
1973-1975 . 543.2 151.3 125.1 23.1 90.9 96.0 49.8 7.0
1974-1976 661.3 193.6- 141.2 36.2 115.3 109.9 59.9 5.21975-1977 774.2 236.2 170.5 32.4 119.7 131,.4 65.2 18.8
1976-1978 940.4 257.9 202.5 68.2 135.2 150.2 84.3 42.1

1977-1979 1,098.9 328.1 264.0 81.7 129.8 133.4 95.7 86.2
1978-1980 1,282.0 396.7 319.0 50.3 140.5 159.5 103.2 112.8

Cumulative (1968-1980)a 8,093.3 2,264.4 1,963.3 362.2 1,106.1 1,2 83 .6b 705.8 407.9

Percentage Distribution

1968-1970 100.0 19.5 12.0 15.0 23.4 24.1 5.3 0.7
1969-1971 i- 100.0 20.5 25.4 8.7 19.5 21.7 3.7 0.51970-1972 100.0 15.7 33.1 5.0 14.0 21.5 9.9 0.8

1971-1973 100.0 15.8 32.2 0.4 .15.5 23.9 11.2 1.0
1972-1974 100.0 18.8 26.7 4.0 15.1 21.3 13.3 - 0.8
1973-1975 100.0 27.9 . 23.0 4.2 16.7 . 17.7 9.2 - 1.3

1974-1976 - 100.0 29.3 . 21.3 5.5 17.4 16.6 9.1 0.81975-1977 100.0 30.5 22.0 4.2 15.5 17.0 8.4 2.4
1976-1978 100.0 27.4 21.5 7.2 14.4 16.0 9.0 4.5

1977-1979 100.0 30.0 24.0 5.6 11.8 12.1 8.7 . 7.8
1978-1980 100.0 30.9 24.9 4.0 11.0 12.4 8.0 8.8

Cumulative (1968-1980) 100.0 28.0 24.3 4.5 13.6 15.9 8.7 5.0

C rN fs of rWnanced Tocr-ca Asasiatanco bana.
CJ0,e'. Of muftipropea loan.

Source: Annual Report 1980.
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SUMiARY.OF OPERATIONS WITH ADS BY COUNTRY
FY73-81

COUNTRY NO. AMOUNT

SUDAU 1 7.2

LIERIA 2 13.0

11AURITANIA 1 12.0

FIJI 1 11.5

INDONESIA 1 139.0
SUNHARY OF OPERATIONS WITH ADB BY FISCAL YEAR

PHILIPPIXES 2 143.1 FY73-81

SOLOAOlU ISLANDS 1 2.0 FY flo. ArIUNT*

THAILAND 2 152.6
74 3 53.8

VESTERN SAMOA 1 3.0
75 1 30.0

BA:iGLADESH 2 55.0
78 1 11.5

PAKISTAI1 2 52.0
79 3 130.3

TOTAL 16 590.4
80 5 226.8

81 3 138.0
SUMMARY Of OPERATIOS WITH AD.B BY SECTOR

FY73-81TOArm-si .TOTAL .
16 590.4

SECTOR 110. AMOUNT

AGRICULTURE I RURAL DEVT 3 16.0

114' 1 2.0

I1USTRY 4. 94.0

POWER 4 308.5

TRANISPORTATION 1 7.2

LATER SUPPLY I SEUERAGE 3 162.7

TOTAL 16 590.4
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Meeting with Mr. Masao Fujioka
President, Asian Development Bank

Key Points

The World Bank has agreed to allow its facilities to be used
by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for holding the Fourth
Replenishment of the Asian Development Fund (ADF) donor's
meeting. Thus, there is a protocol obligation for Mr. Fujioka,
as well as a genuine interest, in meeting you.

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE ADB AND THE BANK

Cofinancing

1. As of July 1981, ADB has contributed a total of US$590.6 rillion
of cofinancing for 16 Bank group projects in 11 countries. The
cofinancing has been undertaken on a parallel basis.

Special Arrangements

2. In 1980, the World Bank and ADB reached an understanding on

cofinancing projects in Fiji, Solomon Islands and Western Samoa, whereby
the ADB will carry out project appraisal on behalf of the Bank,
administer the Bank's funds, and monitor project implementation.

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Fourth Replenishment ADF

3. The ADF is concluding negotiations of its Fourth Replenishment.
The proposed size of the replenishment was US$3.2 billion; however, given
the current position of the US, it is expected that the amount will be
reduced to US$2.3 billion.

4. In 1981, lending by the ADF totalled US$531 million against the
original planned level of US$575 million. Nevertheless, the 1981 level
represent an 11.3% increase over 1980. For 1982, the programmed level of
lending is US$670 million; however the ultimate size is expected to be
less than originally envisaged.



Terms and Conditions of the ADF and IDA

5. The following table shows terms and conditions of credits

extended by the ADF and IDA:

ADF IDA

Service Charge 1 3/4

Other Charges - 1/2 (Commitment Fee)

Maturity 40 50

Grace 10 10

Third General Capital Increase

6. The subject of ADB's prospective third General Capital 
Increase

(GCI) might come up. The third GCI is to cover OCR (Ordinary Capital

Resources) lending during 1983-87. In 1981, lending operations under the

OCR totalled US$1,147 million, a 19.6% increase over 1980. The aggregate

OCR lending requirement during 1983-87 is estimated to be about US$12

billion.

7. Some major issues still need to be worked out for the ADB's

third GCI. These include: (i) level of paid-in capital; (ii) borrowing

amounts against its convertible callable capital; and 
(iii) rate of growth

of the Bank's lending program.

Terms and Conditions of the ADB and IBRD

8. The following table shows terms and conditions of loans extended

by the ADB and IBRD:

ADB IBRD

Current Lending Rate 11.00 11.60

Commitment Fee 0.75 0.75

Other Service Charges - 1.50 (Front-end Fee)

Maturity (Varies) (Varies)

Grace (Varies) (Varies)
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General Capital Increase

9. In connection with the ADB's proposals for a third GCI,
Mr. Fujioka may be interested in IBRD's experience with the GCI, particu-
larly as regards the paid-in portion.

10. The final agreement on 7-1/2% paid-in capital represented a
compromise between divergent views. The US initially wanted zero paid-in
for domestic budgetary reasons; the Germans and certain others favored 10%
paid-in, to maintain the financial strength of the Bank. Management's

position was that 10% paid-in was the best option from the point of view
of the Bank and its borrowers, but that the Bank's financial ratios would
not be materially impaired if the paid-in element remained substantial,
but was less than 10%. It was considered that bondholders assessed the
Bank against broader criteria than just its financial ratios, namely,
degree of support from the major shareholders, the guarantees from
callable capital and the statutory limit on lending, and the quality of
the Bank's management and staff.

11. With regard to use of the paid-in portion, Mr. Fujioka may know

that under the IBRD's Articles, unlike the ADB, the Bank has to seek
consent from all members, developed and developing alike, before it can
use the national currency portion of subscriptions in its lending
operations and that there is no schedule for encashment of promissory
notes. It has been the general practice in the past for members to
release their national currency portion for lending by the Bank, if they

are in a position to do so. We have urged members to take up their GCI
subscriptions quickly, and to release the local currency portion in full.
We have been informed that the US's present intention is to release their
local currency portion over FY86-89.

Cofinancing

12. You may wish to tell Mr. Fujioka that although World Bank
cofinancing with commercial banks has been growing in recent years, it is
still at a relatively modest level. In the past two years, private
lenders have participated with the World Bank in some 40 projects, and
have committed a total of more than US$3.5 billion (11 projects amounting
to about US$510 million were with ADB member countries).
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE: March 23, 1982

(Through Mr. E. Ste n.
FROM: S. Shahid Husain

SUBJECT: Visit of Mr. Masa jioka, President of, the AsianIDevlop-ent Bank 7-

1. The following brief notes are intended as background information for

your forthcoming meeting with Mr. Fujioka.

Mr. Masao Fujioka

2. Mr. Fujioka was elected President of ADB for a five year term in

August 1981, and took office in November, succeeding Mr. Taroichi Yoshida.
Born in Tokyo in 1924, Mr. Fujioka graduated from Tokyo University (Depart-

ment of Law) in 1947 and joined the Ministry of Finance during the same

year. He also studied at the University of Chicago in 1950-51, majoring in
Public Finance and Economics. From 1960 to 1964, Mr. Fujioka was an

economist with the IMF. In 1966 he assisted the UN Economic Commission for

Asia and the Far East in preparatory work for the establishment of ADB. Mr.

Fujioka served until 1969 as ADB's Director of Administration, after which

he became Director of Japan's official aid agency, OECF. He then success-

ively held the positions of Deputy Director-General (1970-75) and Director-

General (1975-77) of the Japanese International Finance Bureau. From 1977

to 1981, Mr. Fujioka served as Executive Director to the Export-Import Bank

of Japan, and, concurrently, Executive Director of the Japan International

Cooperation Agency. Mr. Fujioka has represented Japan in numerous inter-

national conferences, participated as Temporary Alternate Governor at the

IMF/World Bank Annual Meetings in 1975 and 1976, and at ADB's 1977 Annual

Meeting.

ADB/IBRD Coordination

3. As part of our efforts to strengthen relations between the Bank
and ADB, joint annual consultation meetings have been held for the past
three years, chaired jointly by the Vice President of ADB and Regional Vice
Presidents for South and East Asia for the Bank. The fourth such meeting

will take place in Manila on May 3-4 immediately following ADB's forthcoming

Annual Meeting, scheduled for April 28-30, also in Manila. Topics on the

proposed agenda for this year's two-day meeting include the international

economic situation and the climate for development assistance, the two

institutions' organizational and policy issues, and areas of mutual coopera-
tion. In addition to these annual consultation meetings, ADB's President
attends each World Bank Annual Meeting, and a high-level Bank delegation,
headed by an RVP or a Regional Department Director, attends ADB's Annual
Meetings. I shall be leading the Bank's delegation to both the ADB Annual

Meeting and the consultation meetings this year.

4. The Bank and ADB are also cooperating to an increasing extent in
economic and sector work. An example is the close coordination between the
two institutions on energy-related matters, including ADB's recently-
published Regional Energy Survey and the coordination of energy-related
technical assistance in Asian countries.
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ADB/TBRD Cofinancing

5. In the past three fiscal years (1979-81) six projects were cofi-
nanced with ADB. In addition, the two institutions have an informal agree-
ment for the Pacific Islands that the World Bank will cofinance projects
for these small countries on the basis of ADB's appraisals. Based on our
experience with the first two such projects, we feel that the arrangement
works well and should be continued.

ADB's Operations

6. During 1981, ADB's lending amounted to $1,678 million, compared
with $1,436 million in 1980 and $776 million in 1976. Cofinancing for ADB-
assisted projects provided by external sources reached $627 million, compared
with $391 million in 1980. As in past years, ADB continued to accord
highest priority to three major sectors: agriculture and agroindustry
(particularly food production), energy (especially the increased use of
indigenous energy resources) and social infrastructure. ADB's interest rate
on ordinary loans was increased to 10.10% in July 1981, and has remained
unchanged since then.

LDavis:ds(D48)
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: For the Record DATE: September 16, 1982

FROM: William S. Humphrey

SUBJECT: Annual Meetings: Meeting with Asian Development Bank Delegation (ADB)
Tuesday September 7, at 7:00 pm

Present: Asian Development Bank The World Bank
Mr. M. Fujioka, President Mr. Clausen
Mr. A. Tsusaka, Director, Development Policy Mr. Stern

Office Mr. Humphrey

Messrs. Clausen and Fujioka, after agreeing that the relationship
between the two institutions was working well, went on to discuss ADB's
prospective capital increase. Mr. Fujioka said that ADB was now proposing a 125%
increase in capital starting next year. The United States having originally
supported 75% now looked as though it would agree to 100%. However, it had
indicated that it would be hard for the US to approve the increase if ADB decided
to lend to India. Mr. Fujioka felt it would be hard to justify a refusal to lend
to India and inquired about the Bank's policy towards India.

Mr. Clausen outlined the level of gross IBRD and IDA commitments to
India in FY81 and FY82. He said that in FY83 with more IDA funds available than
in FY82 India should have a less harsh blend. Total commitments from IBRD and
IDA together would probably be in the region of $2.1-2.2 billion. FY84 was more
difficult to forecast since China would be eligible for a larger share of total
IDA funds. Looking ahead to IDA 7 with the further buildup in the China program,
the bulk of the adjustment would inevitably fall on India. Thus, at best, the
absolute level of commitments to India from IBRD and IDA together would not rise
and India's share would fall. The blend between IBRD and IDA in India and China
might be different but the total China program would probably be gradually built
up to comparable levels to India. Mr. Fujioka commented that the US felt that
India should borrow on the commercial market rather than from ADB. Mr. Stern
mentioned that under the IMF agreement with India there was a ceiling of $1.5
billion on commercial borrowing which we thought was about right.

In response to a question from Mr. Fujioka, Mr. Clausen explained the
Bank's graduation policy. He also mentioned the new variable rate borrowing and
lending policy and the fact that we borrowed Yen 320 billion last year in the
Japanese market. Mr. Fujioka said that ADB had recently gone to the New York
market for the first time.

Mr. Clausen mentioned CGIAR and the fact that some of the countries
contributing were having to cut back. He hoped ADB would continue its
contributions to CGIAR and if possible increase them.

Mr. Fujioka asked whether commercial bank cofinancing lengthened the
project cycle. Mr. Stern said that private cofinancing seldom affected the
project cycle and indeed was frequently arranged after the Executive Directors
had approved the project. Official cofinancing could lengthen the cycle because
of the time taken to complete the formalities of the different institutions.

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Qureshi, Stern, Baum, Hopper, Husain, Jaycox, Vibert.



ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

12 August 1982

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Clausen:

Thank you for your letter of 29 July 1982 suggesting a
further strengthening of cooperation between our two institutions in
the area of training policies and programs. I fully share your view
that expanded cooperation in this area would be beneficial to the
developing countries who are members of both the IBRD and the ADB.

As you know, the ADB has largely directed its training
activities to the project and sector levels of its borrowing countries.
Such training has for the most part been provided through project-
specific technical assistance or through technical seminars organized
and sponsored by the ADB or co-sponsored with other development
organizations active in this region.

While we believe this remains both a necessary and effective
means of providing needed technical training in our developing member
countries, the Bank is, as you have noted, in the process of assessing
its training activities with a view to sharpening their focus and
expanding their scope and impact. For this reason, your suggestion for
improving our cooperation and coordination is most timely and welcome.

I have accordingly instructed our Chief Economist, Seiji Naya,
who is supervising the current review of ADB training activities, to
pursue this matter further with EDI's Director, Ajit Mozoomdar.

Thank you also for your welcome to the fraternity of
international financial institutions. I know I will benefit greatly
from the opportunity to discuss personally with you the many common
problems we face, both in terms of resource constraints and economic
development issues, and I look forward to an early opportunity to meet
you. I know that your schedule in Toronto will be extremely heavy, but
if possible, I would look forward to a very brief meeting with you at
that time.

Sincerely,

Masao Fujioka
President
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July 29, 1982

Dear Ar. Pujiok a-

I have been told that you are takino a nev look at the train-
ing policies and prolra-ss of your institution. As you will have
learned, the Asian Developient Bank and The World Bank's Economic
Development Institute have cooperated in training officials of
Asian countries, but only occaiionally. It would, I believe, be
to the advantage of our cwwnton developing country membership if
that cooperation could be expanded. It could be especially
beneficial for the Pacific island countries whose capacities for
economic managoiment and for project planning and inplenentation
are limited.

As you ray know, staff of the Dank and of EDI visited the
Asiani Developrent Bank in the spring and had useful discu33ions
with your staff. They took the occasion to explain TDI's ne,
reional approach, and the greater emphasis it is no- placin on
assistance to strengthen regional and natioial training institu-
tions. As a follow-up to that visit, EDI is sending information
on its current and Ff A programa, at headquarters and *vCrsea, to
the Chief of your Develop .ent Policy Office. We have sore ideas
for specific joint activity which we would be lad to explore with
you. And if there is any way in which EI can be helpful to you
and your stdff in the review which you are undertakina, I hope
you will be in touch with EDI's Director, Ajit 1o.oo-Aar.

I take this occasion to velcoma you to the fraternity of
international financial inatitutions, and to wish you success in
your new post.

Sincerely.

A. W. Clausen

Vaalface rj to"kaplka

Asian Development Bank
P.O. Box 789
Matdla, Philippines

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Mozoomdar
cc: Mr. Clausen's Office (2)

AMozoondar:SEBoskey:di
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1982 ANNUAL MEETING BRIEFING PAPER

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB)

Key Points

ADB is currently engaged in resource replenishment exercises,

both of -ordinary capital resources and special funds. This task has

been the new President's major concern since he took office in

November, 1981 and he may wish to inform Mr. Clausen of the status of

both replenishments. ADB's cofinancing with commercial sources almost

doubled in 1981. Relations between the Bank and ADB continue to be

good with consultation meetings held annually. 
The Bank now plans to

relinquish all direct project activities in the small Pacific Island

countries to ADB, and provide funds to these countries as cofinancier

with ADB in the lead.

ADB's new President

Mr. Masao Fujioka succeeded Mr. Taroichi Yoshida as ADB's

President in November of last year. Since he took office, Mr. Fujioka has

been concerned primarily with resource replenishment, both of the ordinary

capital resources (a general capital increase) and of the Asian Development

Fund (third replenishment). Once these exercises are completed, it is

expected that Mr. Fujioka will turn his attention to operations policy,

where areas of particular concern to him are administrative costs and the

growth of staff.

Consultation Meetings between the World Bank and ADB

The fourth in a series of annual high-level (Vice President) joint

consultation meetings was held in Manila in May of this year. Topics on the

agenda included the international economic situation and the climate for

development assistance, the two institutions' organizational and policy

issues, and areas of mutual cooperation.

ADB's Resources

At the end of ADB's fiscal year, in December 1981, subscribed

capital amounted to $8,404.5 million. During the year ADB borrowed

$668.5 million. In April 1982, $3.2 billion was pledged by members for a

third replenishment of the Asian Development Fund covering the period 
from

1983 through 1986. This compares with the second replenishment (1979-1982)

total of $2.15 billion and the ori-ginal target for the third replenishment

of $4.1 billion.
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ADB's Operations

ADB's lending during 1981 amounted to $1,678 million, of which
nearly one-third was concessional lending. As in past years, agriculture
and agro-industry (particularly food production) accounted for the largest
share of lending (about one-third), followed by energy (over one-quarter).
Technical assistance grants and loans provided $14.8 million for 49 projects.
ADB's interest rate was increased from 10.1% to 11.0% in January of this
year.

Co-financing

(a) Pacific Islands

ADB and the Bank have agreed in principle to an expansion of ADB's
lead role in lending operations in the Pacific Islands. Under the new
scheme, the Bank will relinquish project preparation, appraisal and
supervision activities to ADB, and will provide funds as co-financier to
ADB's projects. The Bank will, however, continue its economic work in these
countries.

(b) Other

During 1981, 23 of ADB's projects involved co-financing of
$627 million, mostly with bilateral and multilateral sources. However, in
1981, the amount of co-financing with commercial sources was more than
double that of 1980, amounting to about 14% of total co-financing.
Recognizing the importance of substantially increased co-financing to meet
the external resource requirements of its borrowers, ADB has recently
established a co-financing unit and is considering the establishment of an
equity financing facility.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: may 27, 1982

S-Shabid-,ffwsw-f-? M)

SUBJECT. Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors

of the Asian Development Bank (April 28-30, 1982)

1. The Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Board of Gove ors of the Asian

Development Bank (ADB) was held in Manila from April 
28 t April 30, 1982.

The Honorable U Tun Tin, Governor for Burma and Chairma 
of the Board of Gov-

ernors presided over the meeting. Delegates from 43 c ntries participated,

including representatives from the Kingdom of Bhutan which joined ADB earlier

this year. Delegations from Cambodia and the Lao P ple's Democratic Republic

were not present. The Bank delegation, which I le , included Mr. MfTee4-

Wljban, Mr. Paul-eilT;~Ms. ",p --ewm-(Tokyo of ice) and Ma-ey ookC.

Address by President Marcos

2. His Excellency, President Ferdinand E. Marcos began his opening

address by reviewing the imprea 1- --f -ADB-d thpe&t 5yeaeo.

In particular, the Presi4ent noted that the leading -

total of about $10 billion, financing some 503 development projects, which

have led to additional investments of over $15 billion. Further, ADB has

fostered regional and subregional cooperation through its economic research,

technical assistance and links with other institutions. Turning his

attention to the world economic environment, President Marcos discussed 
the

two major problems A es (DMCs): the need

for increase4 o productio and structural aj4j.ments- required to cope

with higher oTi prceios_~~e noted tMati twile agreement was reached at Cancun

last year to eradicate widespread hunger, international food aid can only be

a stop gap measure. National food production and distribution strategies

must be implemented to address this need. Regarding energy, member countries

are increasingly finding themselves in a situation where their export

earnings are not sufficient to pay their import bills, of which 30 to 40% is

for oil.

3. On the positive side, President Marcos cited the "econamke dyutyumu1o"

0A the- A-"I Mf' mbrh1 bave, by and large, "out-performed in economic terms,

developing countries in other regions of the world...". These Asian countries

are now poised to lead the world to economic growth as recovery occurs in

industrial countries. This optimism is based on the belief that progress has

been and will continue to be made in the critical areas of population

planning, food production and energy conservation and 
development.

4. Turning to the issue of resource requirements, President Marcos

stressed the need for increases in Ordinary Capital Resources (OCR) and the

third replenishment of the Asian Development Fund (ADF IV). While recognizing

that some- donor eountria-araea ffrinng from "foreign-aid fatigue" stemming

from balance of payments and budgetary problems, he noted that these

difficulties do not reflect adversely on either the development performance 
of

the DMCs or the efficiency of the Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs). In
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conclusion, President Marcos stated that the problems of poverty, the need for

economic restructuring of industry, the amount of investment necessary for

energy development and the problems relating to food security 
all provide

powerful arguments for the continuation of development assistance 
through ADB

and other MDBs.

Address by Chairman of the Board, U Tun Tin

5. The Chairman of the Board, Mr. U Tun Tin, Governor for Burma,

reviewed ADB's achievements and prospects in his address to the Board of

Governors. In this review, the significant improvement in the economic

growth of the region and the need to provide continued support for ADB 
in the

interest of peace and prosperity were highlighted. The speech also touched

on the issues of great concern at the Annual Meeting: the need for a timely

replenishment of the Asian Development Fund and a general capital 
increase.

Lending achievements in agriculture and initiatives in the energy seector

were also cited by the Chairman.

Address by ADB President Masao Fujioka

6. The new president of ADB, Masao Fujioka, emphasized the economic

progress of the Asian DMCs in his first address to the Board of Governors.

Mr. Fujioka commenced his speech with a welcome to the Kingdom of Bhutan which

joinedtheJ-ank during the past year. He also tha

YQZ xi4-, 'for leaving ADB a sound and efficient institution and noted his

appreciation for the outstanding services of his two vice presidents 
and able

and dedicated staff.

7. The Economic Setting. Mr. Fujioka then turned to the economic

environment of the 1980s, citing the adverse effects of international currency

crises and successive oil shocks. These factors, together with slow growth,

rising inflation and balance of payments problems in both developed and

developing countries have led to uneven economic performances of the DMCs.

He noted that the Newly Industrializing Countries (NICs) and the quasi-NICs

in Southeast Asia have sustained relatively higerntf fo enotft growth

while many of the populous low-income countries in South Asia have only

managed to keep GNP growth marginally ahead of population growth. However,

prospects appear somewhat more encouraging now as progress is being made in

achieving food self sufficiency; population policies are proving effective;

and industrialization is proceeding rapidly. Mr. Fujioka noted that the

c ' of- many DMC&-can, to. a large exte t- be attribute4 o

markarAgntedstrategies and 4ber. irernational trada and.inanciaL

policies..

8. Mr. Fujioka outline(Othree major problems which DMCs are likely to

face in the future: maintainjng u it o upplies; reduc

on A0j1l; and restru tgg- their economies in order to alleviate

balance of payments pressures. though foodrgrain production in the region

has increased markedly through the use of high yielding varieties, chemical

fertilizers and expanded irrigation, there is still much to be done. This

includes multiple cropping, intensification of farm practices, rural
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infrastructure investments and farm level water management. Regarding energy,
more intensive efforts should be made in restraining demand and developing,
where feasible, alternative energy sources such as coal, hydropower and
geothermal power. Mr. Fujioka pointed to ADB's recently completed Regional

Energy Survey and its plan to coordinate work in the energy sector being done
in Asia by bilateral agencies and MDBs as examples of ADB initiatives in this

area. Turning to structural adjustment, Mr. Fujioka stated that DMCs would

need to epad iufos arto and increase im ort suestitution where
feasible. This can only be done through r'1 -iai ob zation and the
acquisition of appropriate technology.

9. ADB Activities During 1981. Mr. Fujioka then turned to the review

of ADB's activities in 1981. He noted that ADB had approved loans amounting

to almost $1.7 billion for 54 projects, an overall increase of 17% over 1980.

Lending for agrbanpme, particularly food production and agro-4ndustry,
accounted for followed by egexy 'rdp,, 9 )nd social

ifinancing s involved in 23 pro jVts, with
$857 million provide~yy A 4ion, by official sources, and

$146 million, by commercial banks and export credit sources. ADB provided

preparatory and technical assistance amounting to $14.8 million. In
addition, ADB supported several regional activities such as an Industrial
Survey of the South Pacific and the establishment of a Genetic Resources

Laboratory at the International Crop Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics. ADB Directors approved the establishment of its first Resident
Office, which will open in Dacca, Bangladesh later this year.

10. Tasks of ADB. Mr. Fujioka described two major tasks for ADB:
narrowing the widening gap between the low income DMCs and the more rapidly
growing NICs and quasi-NICs within ADB; and mobilizing adequate financial
resources to assist DMCs. Until now, ADB has relied on the paid-in capital
of its member countries, contributions to the ADF and borrowings from various
capital markets to provide these financial resources. Mr. Fujioka noted that
although the final resolution of the ADF IV replenishment was "satisfactory,"
the amount provided will not permit any "significant real increase in future

levels of lending." Mr. Fujioka advocated a 125% increase in its general
capital base (see Annex I for figures) in order to allow ADB to maintain a
satisfactory level of loans from ordinary capital resources and to make up for
the shortfall in ADF resources. ADB will continue to borrow in the
international market in line with its reputation as a highly creditworthy
institution, Mr. Fujioka pledged.

11. Challenges of the Future. Substantially e xanded cofinancin 11 be
necessary to meet the external resource needs of the- DM~s, Mr. Fujioka
emphasized. While ODA will continue to be indispensible for the development
of the poorer countries, changes in the international financial environment
suggest that the volume of funds required will necessitate more sophisticated
and diversified forms such as bond issues, commercially syndicated loans,
private direct investment and expanded trade. To facilitate this, ADB has
established a Cofinancing Unit. The establishment of an e uitf

cacility has also been proposed by ADB management. Mr. Fujioka asserted
t at equ ty financing can play a catalytic role in attracting both domestic
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and foreign capital as well as promoting and expanding the capital markets of

the DMCs. Finally, Mr. Fujioka remarked that ADB's role should encompass

more than the provision of financial assistance, in addition, it should aim

at becoming the acknowledged center of expertise in identifying the problems

and potentials of its DMCs. To this end, ADB has begun to build-up its

research and analytical capacities. Mr. Fujioka concluded his speech by

commending the "resilience and capacity" that ADB's developing member

countries have displayed since the inception of ADB, and cautioned that the

momentum for development must not be lost.

Sessions of the Board

12. The Governors were unanimous in their commendation of the farsighted
and creative leadership exhibited by President Masao Fujioka during his first

year as president of ADB. All Governors expressed the commitments of their

respective governments to ADB's activities. In particular, the Governors

cited the positive role played by ADB both as a lLtais and as a

source of technical, economic and p 61icy-advice. The Governors all expressed

a warm welcome to the Kingdom of Bhutan whiVch became a member of ADB during

the last year. Appreciation was also expressed for the excellent

arrangements and hospitality of the Government of the Philippines.

Major Issues

13. Several controversial issues were addressed by the Governors during

the Annual Meeting. These included: the third replenishment of the ADF (ADF

IV), private sector initiatives (particularly cofinancing and equity

investment) and the parameters (size, gearing ratio and paid-in capital

portion) of the 1983-87 General Capital Income (GCI).

14. The US position on the ADF IV replenishment generated much criticism

from other Governors. The US pledged only $520 million of the $903 originally

requested. Many Governors' statements indicated disappointment and concern

over the size of the US commitment. Several donors agreed to make up part of

the shortfall created by the US pledge, and the revised $3.2 billion target

(of the original proposal of $4.1 billion) was met./l A number of Governors

urged that this downward trend in ADF contributions not be repeated.

/1 At the Donors Meeting held on April 26-27 in Manila, 17 ADF Donor
Countries, namely Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,

France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New

Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States
agreed on a replenishment of slightly over 3.2 billion dollars. In

addition, four of ADB's DMCs - Taiwan (unspecified), Hong Kong
($1 million), Indonesia ($3 million), and Korea (unspecified)- also
indicated their intentions to make modest contributions to ADF IV. The

resolution of ADF IV is expected to be adopted by the Board of Governors

in July, 1982 and the replenishement would become effective when 50
percent of the contributions are received by ADB. Final figures on

contributions are not available at this time.
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15. There was a wide range of opinions concerning the general capital

increase (GCI). One the one hand, the US representative argued that no

paid-in capital is necessary. Governors for such countziesa9s Gaz

Au SetaU, Switzaezaee, lMa heisen and ftt*V1 favored 10% paid-in.

The Governor for Austria proposed 7.5% and the Governor for-tb rUt',5Z. -

The Governors for Canada, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden favored a

substantial paid-in portion. Belgium proposed a reduction in the paid-in

portion. Concerning the gearing ratio, the Governor for Australia 
noted

that 75% is conservative but adjustments should be gradual. The Governor

for Austria supported a 100% gearing ratio and the Governors for Sri Lanka

and Belgium stated that the gearing ratio should be reviewed.

16. There was a general consensus among the Governors on the

desirability of initiatives in equity financing; however, many urged a

cautious approach. Similar sentiments were expressed concerning cofinancing.

Some Governors expressed conen-thee e-us",to, tute
f or official development assistance rather than to provide additional aid.

Concern was also expressed that cofinAnting might be imposed upon borrowers.

17. High administrative and staff costs were cited by some Governors as

an issue of concern. It was noted that ADB's Operational Priorities and Plans

for the 1980s Study, currently under preparation, will address these issues.

18. A cofinancing seminar was hosted by ADB on April 27 prior to the

commencement of the Annual Meeting. It was attended by over 200 participants,

primarily from the private sector. During the seminar ADB officials announced

the establishment of a cofinancing unit within ADB which will pursue cofinan-

cing opportunities more systematically. ADB officials also announced that

they will be willing to restructure paybacks on loans to favor private

cofinanciers. This resulted in a discussion of cross-default clauses. One

commercial bank representative presented a plan for cofinancing in which both

commercial and multilateral development banks would hold equity (see Annex II

for full details provided by the World Bank observer at the seminar).

Other Country Issues

19. Afghanistan. The Governor for Afghanistan stated that his country

would be willing to contribute to the GCI when ADB resumes operational

programs in Afghanistan.

20. Bangladesh. Individual country circumstances must be assessed when

deciding on the use of 6.2(b) resources according to the Governor for

Bangladesh. The demands for local currency vary by country and should be

individually reviewed. (The issue of converting these funds into convertible

currencies to augment ADB's operational funds is under discussion.)

21. Canada. The Governor urged that equity financing initiatives be

made only after careful and considered review of a variety of mechanisms and

policies.
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22. Cook Islands/Fiji/Solomon Islands/Tonga/Vanuatu. The Governors

urged the establishment of a subregional ADB office 
in the South Pacific. The

Governor for the Cook Islands noted that a Pacific Islands Fund is being

established to channel funds from nontraditional donors to the smaller South

Pacific Islands. These countries are awaiting the ADB study of this proposal.

23. Denmark. The Governor commended the efficiency of the staff in

achieving an 18% increase in disbursements from 1979-81.

24. Fiji. The Governor viewed the 32% ($16.7 million) increase in ADB's

internal administrative budget with concern.

25. Finland. While acknowledging the contribution ADB makes to the

development of the poorest countries through financial assistance, the

Governor called for ADB to pay increasing attention to policy guidance.

26. France. France is prepared to raise its share of ADB's capital by

3%, bringing it to a level of 5%, according to the Governor. It will also

make a voluntary contribution of F 3.5 million to the Technical Assistance

Special Fund.

27. Germany. It was announced that the German Government maintains its

commitment to give favorable treatment to all capital requests by 
MDBs. The

Governor noted that ADB has borrowed the equivalent of US$500 million 
over the

last 15 years in Germany.

28. Indonesia. The Governor noted that it would "be felt onerous" by

the DMCs to convert part of the 6.2(b) funds into convertible currencies.

29. Japan. With respect to the Third GCI, Japan intends to retain its

position as the larger shareholder in ADB, according to the Governor.

30. Korea. The Government is considering increasing its contribution to

the Technical Assistance Special Fund to promote institution-building

activities and training.

31. Malaysia. The Government of Malaysia will contribute $1 million to

the Technical Assistance Special Fund.

32. Nepal. The Governor stated that Nepal would have difficulty in

accepting, as a matter of principle, the idea of sharing of development costs

by DMCs through the utilization of 6.2(b) funds.

33. Pakistan. The Governor called for ADB to increase the share of

local cost financing or alternatively to make enhanced provision for program

lending. In addition, it was suggested that ADB consider allowing a

preferential margin for domestic supplies and services 
under ICB.
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34. Sri Lanka. The Governor called for more program loans and a review
of local cost financing needs.

35. Sweden. A call for the resumption of lending to Viet Nam was made
by the Governor for Sweden.

36. Switzerland. The Governor indicated his Government's satisfaction
with ADB's initiatives in sectoral and program lending.

37. Thailand. Regarding cofinancing, the Governor expressed the view
that ADB must not impose services not useful to its members. Cofinancing must
be voluntary and additional.

38. Tonga. The Governor detailed the devastation caused by a cyclone on
Tonga in March 1982. He estimated that an additional $27 million will be
required to rehabilitate the economy and requested that ADB consider assisting
in this area.

39. United Kingdom. Mr. Buist strongly endorsed the activities of the
Technical Assistance Special Fund and pledged an additional contribution of
h 210,000 to be spent by March 31, 1983.

40. United States. Mr. McNamar called for more stringent maturatien/

g ad ^a 1p liaa and a t ighteaimgof -Aanditinality. In addition, the US
supported improving the MDBs as financial catalysts and strengthening the
private sector focus of ADB. An executive summary of the US Treasury Depart-
ment's study of the MDBs was provided to each delegation. Mr. McNamar noted
that in this study A W's 1ntultnlinal
oi#4ei*wey. Finally, Mr. McNamar announced support for a pzposal to create
a budget committee of the Board of Diretors and offered a suggestion that the
hfe of the Post Evaluation Office report directly to the Board rather than
the Bank management.

41. Viet Nam. The Governor called for ADB to pursue an evenhanded,
nondiscriminatory approach in lending to Viet Nam. A request was made to
resume implementation of two projects which have been suspended and to
continue studies for future project possibilities.

Closing Remarks

42. Chairman U Tun Tin stated that both the formal and informal
exchanges of the Annual Meeting had been useful and constructive. In his
closing remarks, he noted that despite the great difficulties which lie
ahead - economic, social and political, it is evident that ADB possesses the
will and resourcefulness to respond to these challenges. The Chairman
concluded by offering his sincere congratulations to the Governor for Nepal
on his election as Chairman of the Board.
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Next Meeting

43. The next ADB Annual Meeting will be held in Manila under 
the

chairmanship of the Governor for Nepal.

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Stern, Hopper, Jaycox, Kirmani, Wiehen, Geli, Taylor,

O'Brien
Mss. Ogawa, Cooke

East Asia and Pacific Division Chiefs

South Asia Division Chiefs

NCooke:mpd (D56)
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AD3 AT A GLANCE
(As of 31 March 1982)

1. DATE OF FORMAL OPENING FOR BUSINESS:

19 December 1986 Water Supply 7.8 8.45
Urban Development 1.8 2.44

2. ADDRESS: Education 3.7 3.02
Health & Population 1.2 1.16

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK Mulproject 0.8 0.04
P.O. Box 789, Manila
2330 Roxas Boulevard, Metro Manila E. (1) Estimated Total Cost of
Philippines Projects directly financed

(S Million) 20,366.57
MEMBERS: - (11) Share of Bank loans in E

Total Membership 45a (I) per cent 41.8

(1) Regional 31 (11) Developing 28 (111) Cost of projects indirectly
Non-Regional 14 Developed 17 financed through National

Development Finance

4. RESOURCES Institutions 4,257.6
Amount (lv) Share of Bank loans (based

A. Ordinary Capital Resources (US$ Million) . on subloans approved/

(1) Authorized Capital 8,037.10 credited) In E (lii) in per cent 24

(11) Subscribed Capital 7,97 7.9b
(lIl) Capital Paid-in (subscription F. Co-Financing with other sources'

installments matured) 1 ,54 1.1b (1) No. of projects 112

(iv) Total Borrowings Outstanding 2,174.10 (1i) Amount of Bank loans ($ Million) 2,977.11

(v) Ordinary Reserve 512.08 (111) Amount of co-financing($ Million) 2,542.3

B. SpecIal Funds Resources 3,458.70 7. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES

(I) Asian Development Fund (ADF) 3,444.0b Amount

(ii) Technical Assistance Special Number (US$ Million)
Fund Contributions A. Total T.A. Projectsk 524 105.9

Committed 52.3 (I) T.A. to Member Countries 4 3 4k 92.9

Amount Utilized 37.6 14.7 (11) Regional Activities 90 13.0

5. BANK STAFF: M. Countries Assisted 24
Number

A. Total 1,2820 C. T.A. by Type of Service to DMCs Number'

(I) Professional Staff 479 Advisory & Operational 141

(ii) Supporting Staff 803 Project Preparation 294

8. Nationalities 33 D. Loans which have resulted
from Bank T.A. 196 3,626

6. LENDING ACTIVITIES
Amount E. Cumulative Sectoral % of Total Projects Approved

Number (US$ Million) Distribution of T.A.m Number Amount

A. Total Loans Approved" 568 9,816.3 Agriculture & Agro-Industry 50.2 54.96

(1) Ordinary Loans 318 6,833.4 Energy 11.3 13.45

(1i) ADF Loans 248 2,982.9 industry & Non-Fuel Minerals 4.8 4.16
Development Banks 5.3 3.25

B. Number of Projects Financed 512 Transport & Communications 12.9 10.71
Water Supply 8.0 5.38

C. Number of Countries Assisted 25 Urban Development 1.2 1.70
Education 4.1 3.53

D. Cumulative Lending by Sector % of Total Projects Approved Health & Population 1.4 1.15
Number Amount Multiproject 0.5 0.15

Agriculture & Agro-Industry 34.0 29.03 Others 2.3 1.56

Energy 18.3 24.89
industry & Non-Fuel Minerals 4.1 3.82 F. T.A. Approvals funded from

Development Banks 12.7 13.38 other sources

Transport & Communications 15.8 13.79 (1) Amount 41.29

a includes Bhutan. which became a member of the Bank on 15 April 1982.

b valued in terms of SOR at the rate of USS. 11309 per sDR.

9 The Bank has borrowed funds in international capital markets Including Austrie, Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, italy. Japan, Kuwait, t.uxembourg. Netherlands.

Saudi Arabia. Switzerland. United Arab Emirates and united States. in addition, the Sank has borrowed funde by Issuing two-year doliar-denonmirtated bonds to central

banks or monetary authorities of Its membera.
d Balance as of 31 December 1981.
a Equivalent to uSS at rates of exchange adopted by the Bank as of 31 March 1962.
I including capital set-eide, estimated accumulated net income, accumulated translation adIuatment**nd-ither resources as of 31 March 1962. but excluding contributions

to ADP which are not available for loan cornmitments,
g including President and vice Presidents.
h include$ technical assistance loans later refinanced In subsequent loans.
I Comprising official sourcas. both bilatoral and multilateral, and export credit and private sources.

I Of this amount S9.3 million was aubseqiently cancelled as a result of co-inancing.
k TA. projects with project preparation and advsory and operational components are counted as one.

Including projects financed from sources other than the Bank.
m Excludes regional projects. issued by the INFORMATION OFFICE
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TO: Mr. 11. Golsong, Vice President and General Counsel DATE: May 3, 1982

FROM: John L. Taylor

SUBJECT: Back to Office 'eport: Asian Development Bank, Workshop on Co-Financing,

Manila, April 27, 1982

I visited Manila, Philippines, from April 24 to April 30, 1982.

The principal purpose of my visit was to act 
as the Bank's observer to the

"Workshop on Co-Financing with Commercial and Export Credit Sources" (the

Workshop) convened by the Asian Development Bank (ADD) on Tuesday April 
27,

1982. At the request of ADB, I arrived sufficiently in advance of the

Co-Financing Workshop to exchange views on co-financing with 
AD officials

from April 24 to 26. I also attended a substantial part of ADB's Fifteenth

Annual Meeting (April 28-30) and held consultations with some of the country

and cormercial banking/export credit agency delegations to that meeting.

This memorandum will summarize the Co-Financing Workshop. 
Separate memoranda

will 'describe the consultations held with ADB and others.

I. GENERAL

2. The Workshop was attended by about 140 representatives 
of

commercial banks, 12 representatives of export credit 
agencies, 22 partici-

pants from ADB's developing member countries, 
23 observers from ADB's

developed member countries, the Bank and the Inter-American Development

Bank and a number of press representatives. The Program for the Workshop,

which includes a list of persons attending, is attached.

3. Materials distributed at the Workshop included an attraCtively

prepared brochure entitled "Asian Development Bank - Co-Financing with

Commercial and Export-Credit Sources" (copy attached) and a compendium of

-the Statements prepared for the Workshop by the 11 guest 
speakers and

commentators (also attached).

4. The Workshop began with an opening statement by ADB's 
new President

(Mr. M. Fujioka) in which he stressed the need for ADE to substantially

expand co-financing with commercial banks and export-credit agencies. In

this connection, he contrasted the growth rates in ODA to ADD's developing

member countries (from $9.4 billion in 1973 to $26.8 billion in 1980 or a

270% increase) with the growth rates in private capital inflows to those

countries (from $4..7 billion in 1973 to $31.7 billion in 1980 or a 670%

increase). He predicted that ODA was, unlikely to expan& furthar in-the

1930 s. Mr. Fujioka emphasized (as did other ADU officials throughout the

day) the establishment by ADB of a new Co-Financing Unit within the Country
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Department to coordinate and promote co-financing, and to serve as
the contact point for all co-financiers. hcading this Unit is
Mr. Elichi Watanabe (at Manager, i.e., Assistant Director level) who
has been withiADB for about six years after severa1,year experience
as a mimercial banker with the Sumitomo Bank, Ltd., Japan.

5. Speakers and commentators kept largely to their prepared texts.
Highlights of the statements made at the Workshop are indicated below.
While some speakers described their understanding of new techniques being
developed by the World Bank, I was not invited to comment upon World Bank
procedures (existing or planned) nor did I volunteer to comment, in view
of the public nature of the Workshop and the Managing Committee's decision
to delay issuance of the Board Paper on Co-Financing with Commercial Banks.
.I did however speak privately with some commercial bankers who expressed
an interest in the current status of the World Bank's co-financing proposals.
In response to specific questions posed privately to me (for example from
Robert Owen, Executive Director of Lloyds Bank International London), I
assured bankers that the delays in presenting proposals to the Bank's Board
were for procedural reasons and not because management had decided to
reject the proposed new techniques.

6. At the end of the WorkshopMr.R.T. McNamar, Deputy Secretary
U.S. Treasury, gave a short, unscheduled address in which he: (a) encouraged
ADB and other multilateral development banks to valo-pnew m~echaniss

aQmac1g ("along the lines of the World Bank's staff paper"); (b) stated
that. regulationz u-st ba revised- tareflect the "lower risks to cao-nercial
hbaa"-,when co-financing with multilateral development banks; and (c)
urged that methods be found to tap fiduciary sources, such as pension
-funds and insurance companies, for development lending.

II. COMMERCIAL BAIK CO-FINANCING

A. New Approaches Under Considcration By AD

7. Mr. Song Chil Lee, Deputy Director of the Country Department,
referred to the past practices of ADD, such as assisting borrowers in the
selection of commercial bank co-financiers, the t- c-efa jt
ciaus.Qp.&(which will not be made mandatory) and tl'e provision of billing
services and information exchanges. He added that ADB is actively considering
(a) the introduction of the IDB/IFC type complementary financing scheme and
(b) an "early maturity arrangement" under which ADB would adjust the
amortization schedule of its own loan so that the borrower's cash flow
requirements are not strained during the repayment peri D of t i-coimercial
loan. Mr. Lee expressly re ectedADB ts glarantee power.
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8. The "new" approaches suggested by Mr. Lee are more fully

described in paragraphs 26 through 34 of the attached ADB Working Paper

1-82, dated March 22, 1982, a copy of which was given to me privately

by ADB staff. The proposals discussed in the Working Paper are due to

be considered by ADB's Board later this month.

B. Cowments by Bankers

9. Mr. Yoh Kurosawa, Managing Director, The Industrial Bank

of Japan, Ltd., in a positive statement, summarized four advantages in

the ADB co-financing program namely, availability of information, pre-

ferential repayment scheduling, "management-agency" role through ADB

billing and the optional cross default clause. He mentioned that although

IDB's complementary scheme results in any default involving a default

against the 1DB itself, "it leaves something to be desired in terms of

possible contacts between private lenders and the borrower." He added,

however, that any declaration of default under any scheme would probably

not assist commercial banks since, "if a borrower cannot repay then all

roads lead to rescheduling!"

10. Mr. Kurosawa then gave a summary of "the new World Bank

scheme" of A and B loans (see pp. 7-8 of Mr. Kurosawa's paper) which he

mentioned had been described to him by Mr. Stern last September.

While Mr. Kurosawa's description of the Bank's position

is somewhat outdated, the description of the Bank's recent thinking

provided to the Workshop by Mr. Robert Owen (Lloyds Bank International

Limited, London)(at page 5 of his paper) is more accurate. Mr. Owen

commented that he was "personally considerably attracted to the A and B

loan scheme". He added that the complementary financing scheme also

had advantages, the "only disadvantage being that there is no direct

contact between commercial banks and the borrowers". Mr. Owen commented

- that it was now time for developed country bank regulators to treat

co-financed credits differently from normal credits by commercial banks

to developing countries, "if the governments of developed countries are

serious about encouraging co-financing".

- 11, Mr. Jonathan Colby (Vice President, First Boston (International)

Ltd., New York) spoke about First Boston's proposal for a new, private-

sector managed international Fund to utilise institutional investor funds

particularly in the U.S. This proposal which was made to the Bank by

First Boston in December 1981 is still under consideration. In response

to questions, Mr. Colby confirmed that (a) the proposed Fund was intended

to be an IFC-type body which would tap private sector sources not currently

tapped by IFC; (b) the Fund would act world-wide, but be targetted on

middle and upper income countries; and (c) the proposal was preliminary only.
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12. Mr. Lloyd Bankson, Senior Vice President, Citibank

(hong Kong) made a very forceful statement to the Workshop in which

he indicated:

(a) Citibank is not interested in "soft loans" -

"faced with today's financial problems, we

have enough of them already";

(b) Citibank is interested in co-financing, but
only on commercial terms. Most Asian syndications

are arranged in Hong Kong - "ADB should use its

Hong Kong counsel to develop co-financing
documentation which is familiar to us

(c) Citibank would welcome ADB using its power to
guarantee part of commercial bank credits, so as

to make co-financing more attractive;

(d) Margins, which have been very low in Asia due to

intense competition, "are headed up". In private

conversations with me, Mr. Bankson commented that

difficulties faced by some U.S. banks' customers in

the U.S. domestic economy and in certain international

lending (e.g., Poland and .Romania) will "undoubtedly"
lead to an increase in margins "soon".

13. Mr. Mfarcel Cassou, Ingenieur-Conseil, Societe Generale, commented

that co-financing will become more attractive when margins improve and when

other types of co-financing (including the World Bank "B" loans and the

provisions of guarantees) are instituted. "We prefer to work with mechanisms

like export credits where we are assured of our normal profits", he added.

C.' Comments by Borrowers.

14. Mr. T. Y. Hnhm, President, Korea Long Term. Credit Bank, commented

upon the recent experience of KLB's co-financing with ADB and commercial sources.

He suggested that ADE's procedures for the borrower's selection of commercial

lenders be simplified. (ADB requested KLB to solicit bids from more than 30

potential lenders)... He also commented that ADB and co-financiers should

consult and attempt to agree upon covenants before negotiations were held with

borrowers, with a view to ensuring consistency. In private discussions with

me, Mr. .ahm stated that some competition among commercial lenders was beneficial

to borrowers, but ADD's insistence that KLB seek solicitations from so many
commercial banks was overly burdensome.
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15. Mr. K. Chatikavanil, Cencral Manager, Electricity 
Generating

Authority of Thailand, considered that 
roCfinaikg aloni the lines suggested

by ADB would be useful. Both Mr. 11ahm and r. Chatikavafhij remarked that

they would like to see lower rates/margins, 
to the laughter of comercial

bankers attending the Workshop.

16. Dato Sallehuddin Bin Mohamed, Deputy Secretary-General,

Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, also suggested 
that co-financing should

result in softer commercial co-fjnancig terms 
(rates and maturities) and

th"-t ADR should increase co-financing by using new 
techinqueS.

17. Mr. Federico Puno, Vice President 
(Finance), National Power

Corporation, Philippines, also considered -that some I sweer," were

needed to encourage more corlercial bank 
o-financing. however, ihe stated

that NPA was more interested in appropriate 
maturity scheduling rather than

seeking any dramatic reduction 
in rates.

18. Mr. Vicente R. Jar'.e, President, Private 
Development Corporation

of the Philippines, suggested that 
the increased costs resulting 

from

co-financing with commercial sources might 
be reduced by changes in tax

laws esecillyby edietifl n thholding, taxes on interust 
payments.

laws, especially by reduction 
in v- 1

III. CO-NANCING WITH EXPORT CREDIT AGC 
-ES

A. Approaches Being Taken By AD

19. Mr.SongChil Lee emphasized that ADB "would take a flexible

and positive approach- by: (a) continuing to identify suitable 
projects

and components for parallel 
financing (b) offering standby cr u:lbrella

financing, to be cancelled if =Vort credit funding became available; and

(c) considering the use of Lines of credit from export credit sources, if

available.

20. The flexibility which ADB is prepared to adopt in the case of

parallel financing is confirmed by the text of paragrphs 36 and 37 of the

attached ADB Working Paper 1-82, datedI arch 22, 1982. Those paragraphs

indicate that ADB will encourage developing member countries to arrange

export credit co-financiflg on a parallel basis either before or soon after

the AD financing-is approved, and that arrangements for the export credit

o-finafncing be left to be made by the country concerned, "provided that

thle oi cctn b lb ty t b maint ined and this approach did not lead to

significant delays in the project's implcmentation schedule".
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21. Mr. Jean Ards, Senior Vice President, Export Development
Corporation, Canada, welcored ADI's flexible approach and described the
"island of equipment arrangement" favored by EDC.

22. Mr. Robert Owen, Executive Director, Lloyds Bank International Lon-
.on, strongly urged AD to tap export credit co-financing wherever possible.
He explained that in his experience, export credit agencies were prepared
to set up "Project Lines of Credit" independently of, and in advance of,
particular supply ccntracts. Competitive tendering could then be undertaken
between suppliers whose countries were prepared to offer such lines of credit
and the terms of the export credits could be taken into account in bid
evaluation.

23. Mr. Jaccues Delmon, Vice President, BFCE, France, also
welcomed ADB's suggested approaches. In addition, he indicated that ADB
might consider refinancing its loans by the sale of early maturities to
commercial banks and later maturities to export credit agencies.

24. Mr. W. Tsuji, Executive Director, The Export-Import Bank of
Japan, comented that he expects an increasing use of preliminary commitments
or early indications of availability of export credits. He also thought that
the use by ADB of umbrella financing would be attractive.

25. Mr. R. T. Kemo, Under-Secretary, Export Credits Guarantee
Department, U.K., in an excellent summary, made the following points, among
others:

(a) Past attempts to arrange export credit co-financing
had been limited due to insufficient motivation;

(b) Export credit agencies can provide early indications
of interest (followed by firm commitments when contracts
are awarded);

(c) Although export credits are tied, "the bulk of our
financing is made available after international
competitive bidding". "Negotiated contracts are the
exception";

(d) Export credits are now generally offered in optional
Currencies;

(e) General lines of export credit "have no future", but
project-oriented lines may be workable.
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26. Mr. Sardjono, President Director, PLN, Indonesia, commented
that PLN (a) preferred parallel financing: (b) would like to see greater
coordination anong co-financiers; and (c) suggested the removal of
cross-reference and cross-default clauses.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Scott
Asser
Cancio
Heininger
Vibert
Cizauskas
Strombom

Ms. Zachrich

Co-Financing Coordinators:
Messrs. Ludvik

Richardson
El Rifai
Kpognon
Seung Hong Choi
Takahashi
Adams
Woodford

JLTaylor:sm
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Current Secretary Haig
Policy No. 388 American Power and

American Purpose

April 27, 1982

United States Department of State
Bureau of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C.

Following is an address by Secretary In this century, we have lived

Haig before the U.. jnr gfeg through two such major periods of impa-
merce, Washington, D.C., April 27, 1982. tience in foreign affairs. For 20 years

after the First World War, we-pr*--
A French philosopher captured the ex- tend tob

perience of the 20th century when he of-an interdependent-worid. The cost to

wrote that "a modern man-and this is other nations and to ourselves was enor-

what makes him modern-lives with mous. Determined to avoid this mistake

many contraries." Modern science has again, we threw ourselves eagerly after

enlightened us about ourselves and the the Second World War into-the creation

universe as never before. It has also of a new international order. As Dean
given us an unprecedented capacity for Acheson described it, the task was to

self-destruction. Modern technology has create half a world, a free half . . .

offered mankind a life of comfort and without blowing the whole to pieces in

prosperity unknown to previous genera- the process.
tions. But the same industrial processes The successful application of

harnessed to aggression have been used American power to this purpose created

twice to plunge the world into the abyss the basic security framework within

of war, which we and our allies have prospered.

The American people have par- Western Europe and Japan have

ticipated to the full in these changes. We recovered their economic health and

have known depression and prosperity, political stability. A multitude of in-

the ordeal of war and the tranquillity of dependent countries, free to pursue their

peace. Long ago, Alexis de Tocqueville own development, have emerged from

wrote that a "perpetual stir" prevailed in the Western colonial empires. And the

our society. Perhaps as Americans we U.S.-Soviet rivalry had led neither to

were unusually well-suited to thrive in a war nor to the yielding of essential

century of "contraries," for our ex- Western interests.

periences have dulled neither our en- American resources, American

thusiasm nor our desire for quick perseverance, and American wisdom

results. provided the crucial underpinning of this

Observers have questioned, however, international order. But our involvement

whether this "perpetual stir" makes for in Southeast Asia and the denigration of

sound international relations. Americans executive authority in the Watergate
do not like to believe that problems are scandal raised questions about our will

intractable or that achievements can and leadership. American foreign policy
only be very modest, despite the effort. appeared beset by uncertainty, doubt,
It has been argued that the resulting na- and division.
tional impatience makes American
foreign policy 4i series of cycles, of
strenuous engagements followed by
disillusionei withdrawals.



As a consequence, the United States * Ca n West and the dev*oping * The recent record of low growth
found it difficult to deal with the com- countri's nd conmPn-interests' and high inflation among the industrial
plex international situation that has e Can we create a more construc- democracies leading to pressure for pro-
emerged over the past decade. The tive relationship with the Soviet Union tectionist measures.
economic growth of Western Europe marked by greater Soviet restraint? Angered by what they see as Euro-
and Japan, the Sino-Soviet conflict, and I believe that we can do these pean reluctance to face the Soviet
the transfer of wealth to the oil pro things. We can safeguard the legacy of challenge, some Americans have been
ducers have softened the sharp edges of Western values and achievements. And tempted to argue for withdrawal of
Americanand Soviet dominance over we can go beyond the postwar vision of American forces. Others, disturbed by
the postwar world. The global military half a world free toward a whole world persistent economic problems, have
balance, however, is still the province of of greater liberty, more peaceful change, thought to retaliate by erecting protec-
the superpowers. and increasing economic progress. tionist barriers.

The American people have emerged Those who advocate such actions

The Need for American Leadership from their recent experiences convinced ignore Churchill's admonition that "4o-

anew that there is no substitute for only thing worse4han fighting with
Today it has become essential for the American leadership if we are to live in allies is fighting-without them." Not a
United States and it deal with a world hospitable to our society and our single problem in the Atlantic relation-
the new realities ree trends par- values. In the 1980s, this new American ship-diplomatic, military, or
ticular raise crucia que ns out the consensus for a more vigorous defense economic-can be resolved by unilateral
prospects for Western security-and in- of our interests demand a new balance American action. Let us ask ourselves-
ternational peace-for the remainder of in the style of our foreign policy. If we on both sides of the Atlantic-some fun-
the century. forsake ideals to manipulate interests, damental questions. Does our alliance

First, lagging Western strength. then America's sense of right will be of- strengthen our security or weaken it?

The United Stateshas g;aduully lost fended. If we forsake power in order to Do our ties increase our prosperity or
many of the military advantages over pursue pieties, then America's sense of diminish it? Do we improve the pros-
the Soviet Union that once provided a reality will be challenged. pects for democracy and freedom in the

margin of safety for the West-in some world by working together or by going
cases by choice, in others through Atlantic Alliance our separate ways?
neglect and error. Meanwhile, the Foundation of Our Security. The
Western alliance has suffered increasing A.balanced American foreign policy, sus- answer to these questions today is the
political and economic strain. The tamed by this consensus, will enable same as that given over three decades
cooperative impulse still exists, but it America to lead once again. But we ago by the generation whose lives were
would be severely strained by another must understand the complexities of our blighted by world war. Tho w
decade of relative military decline or time if we are to move with the sureness alliance..is-hfindaInof our- ecurity.
sterile economic rivalry. and sensitivity that befits our historic It is still the basic building block of a

Second, the increasing inter- responsibilities. There are opportuities more peaceful and prosperous world.
dependence dto act, to navigate the sea of troubles to And its breakdown would make disaster
developing countries, many of which a safer and calmer water. for the industrial democracies inevitable.
adoptb a stridentabI'c stac gast F our rahonnhip wih U These are the stakes-and our op-
Western interest _sand ideals. The alies We cannot pretend to lead unless portunity-for the 1980s. Either the
Tiiird Worl -1as emerged, in all of its we rally to our side those societies that alliance goes forward together toward
diversity, with its fragile, unity already share our values. The foundation of greater cooperation or the prospects of
fragmented by regional conflict and American foreign policy throughout the all its members will be darkened. But if
global rivalry. At the same time, many postwar era has been our partnership we are to advance, it is high time that
developing nations are threatened by the with the Atlantic alliance and Japan. our dialogue proceeded on the basis of
increasing strain of sudden social, Sheltered by common security arrange- fact, especially the fact of who is doing
political, and economic change. ments and nourished by democratic what to sustain the common defense.

Third, the emergence of the Soviet values, we and our allies have created Arguments over burdensharing are
Union as a global military power, in- the most prosperous societies known to second nature to any large alliance of
creasingly bold in the use of its might mankind. These historic achievements sovereign nations. The current trans-
to promote violence. notably in areas are the product of our joint labors, our Atlantic exchanges, however, must be
of strategic significance to the West. sense of unity, and our strength. put in historical perspective. Americans
This trend has developed even as the We must recognize, however, that should not forget that our NATO allies
Communist bloc, once the instrument of the trends of the past decade have con- substantially iner'eased their defense
Soviet purposes, has been shaken by the tributed to a rising sense of frustration spending over the past decade, while the
Sino-Soviet schism and growing internal between the United States and its part- United States was reducing its defense
problems. Chronic economic failure has ners. U.S.-European relations, in par- effort. Nor should we ignore that the
eroded the appeal of Marxist-Leninist ticular, have been distressed by the con- European members of NATO supply a
ideology. vergence of several events: high percentage of the air, ground, and

Let us ask ourselves, as others are * The loss of American strategic naval forces that constitute the conven-

surely asking about us, whether we can superiority and questions about the role tional portion of deterrence in Europe.
change these trends. of nuclear weapons in NATO strategy; Even worldwide, the contributions of

C Increasing European political and NATO allies and Japan are an important
Can we increase our strength and economic stakes in detente and East- and growing component of defense.

improve our collaboration with our West trade, despite aggressive Soviet
allies? actions in Afghanistan, Poland, and

elsewhere;



This is not to underestimate the Our Historic Responsibilities. Such a situation calls for sensitivity

very serious problems we face. We all Finally, we should be conscious of our and sophistication on our part if we are

need to do more togetwhr. But our joint historic responsibilities as free societies to expand our links with developing
concern for the common defense, rather in a world where individual liberty is too countries. We hold all sovereign states

than finger pointing, should dominate often suppressed. There is a tendency in responsible for what they say and do.

the dialogue, the West to use a double standard in our But we also must recognize the complex
In the days ahead, as we and our judgment of international behavior. The equations of economic and political sur-

allies discuss outstanding issues, the advocates of freedom and democracy are vival in developing nations. Neither we

United States must exert not only subjected to a supercritical standard nor they can afford ideological

strong but coherent leadership. The while the advocates of totalitarianism stereotypes in cases where they do not

allies must know where we are going if are given the benefit of the doubt. How fit.

we expect them to go with us. Their much energy is spent criticizing and im-

policies, especially in dealing with the pugning the democratic revolution while The Illusion of the Quick Fix.

Soviet Union, reflect not only differing rationalizing and forgiving the assaults dnter iseion oft. Thi

perspectives of Soviet actions but also a of its enemies. Let us be clear about the rivalries and territorial divisions,
tendency to hedge their bets against consequences of this attitude. An rivales pdtetorl div trions,

American swings between detente and alliance divided in its moral purposes themselves potent sources of trouble,

confrontation. and corroded by distrust of its own are beig eited Sts an

The allies, for their part, must motivations cannot long endure. their allies. The United States, working

develop a broader vision and a sense of A stronger, more cooperative alli- wit ou te and reol partne

responsibility consonant with their in- ance is an objective surely within our cts. ut elp ro succon-
flicts. But we should not succumb to the

terests and strength. They cannot ex- reach. Over the past 30 years, we have illusion that quick fixes are ready to
pect the United States to carry the same grappled successfully with numerous
share of the burden when our respective political, economic, military, and moral hd

capabilities have changed and their own problems. Our cooperative institutions Teilireefvah quick fix is

desire for influence has grown. still exist. But it is time for the United especially irrelevant to the vast
anditsalles o gaspthenetles economic crisis and tremendousStates andeconomic potential that characterize so

Relations With the East. Much of that obstruct the future. m i oteneal ati s.cBethewe
our agenda will be dominated by the many of the developing nations. Both we

search for more constructive relations and the nations of the Third World have

with the East. This search, arms con- Relations With Developing Nations learned that progress cannot simply be

trol, and the military balance are all Let me turn now to another major area imported. Ultimately the productive

interrelated, not independent and where we have a great opportunity for forces of each society will make the dif-

sometimes competing objectives. It is change: our relations with the develop- ference between success and failure.

essential that we carry out NATO's two- ing nations. It is one of the ironies of The leaders of the developing coun-

track decision of 1979 to go forward our age that as nations have become tries are, therefore, challenged today to

with the modernization of intermediate- more powerful their destinies have deal with economic crises in the midst of

range nuclear systems while simul- grown more interdependent. Together, economic potential by different and

taneously pursuing arms control nego- we and the leaders of the developing more pragmatic methods. The domestic

tiations with the Soviet Union designed countries have an opportunity torite economy, the international economic

to limit these systems. sureathis-terdependencvi, a system, and political purposes must be

For too long, we have pretended source of mutual benefit, founded on the brought into greater harmony. In part,

that a relaxation of tensions in Europe solid ground of common interest. The this means that many leaders wedded to

would be immune to Soviet attempts to consequences of failure to cooperate particular ideologies will have to

change the balance of power. For too would be disastrous for both America recognize that their prescriptions are

long, we have imagined that the arms and the Third World. But such coopera- suffocating the chances for self-reliance

control process, in and of itself, could tion must be based on the diverse and broad-based growth. But we in the

preserve that balance. Deterrence in the realities of the present not the slogans developed world should also realize that

1980s will require painful sacrifices by of the past. growing economic insecurity is hardly,

every member of the alliance; but if we The so-called Third World includes conducive to either political stability r

fail to pay the price now, we shall have the oil-rich OPEC [Organization of the fostering of democratic institiQ '
neither a lasting improvement of rela- Petroleum Exporting Countries] nations, and g realities of diversity, conflict,

tions with the East nor a meaningful the miracle growth rate Singapores, ardcgreat potential are bringing about a

reduction of arms. numerous countries utterly impover- crucial shift in the attitudes of many
ishe, ad mny hat it o ctegry. Third World nations. Their leaders face

Economic Well-being. Our collec- ished, and many that fit no category. excruciating choices. Marxist-Leninist

tive economic well-being also demands Neither the fading memory of the strug- ideology has often been the locomotive
sacrifices from each nation. We cannot e in o n rd World that brought them to power, but it has

afford a repetition of those unresolved rnnot become an enge for progress. The

quarrels that so damaged the interna- pronouncements can suppress numerous ne of economic and social ch ge

tional economic system in the 1930s. In differences in interests and perspectives, cannot be overcome perpetually by the

this area, as in others, if we do not pro- Beneath the surface, new opportunities resort to archaic slogans and brutal

gestogether we shall each suiffer for economic and political cooperation coercion.
gressg ws with the West are being seized by in-
separately. dividual Third World states in ever more

practical ways.
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An Opportunity for the West. As a Our enduring challenge is, therefore, A Balanced U.S. Approach. An

consequence, many countries with direct to develop and to sustain a relationship American approach to the Soviet Union

experience of the Soviet embrace are with the Soviet Union which recognizes that balances strength and negotiations

quietly attempting to broaden their rela- that the competition will proceed but offers the best hope of significant ac-

tions, to encourage foreign investment, constrains the use or threat of force. We complishment. We must place our policy

and to reduce dependence on a patron can develop a lasting framework for this in the context of important changes that

who has little to offer but the tools and relationship if we avoid the extremes are taking place in the world and in the

techniques of violence. There is growing that have distorted American foreign Soviet empire that may make Moscow

awareness among erstwhile skeptics in policy over the postwar period: more amenable to the virtues of

the developing world that it is the West First that expressions of American restraint. The Soviet attempt to change

which holds the best hope of negotiat- oodwill ad readiness.to ne otiate the balance of power has produced a

ing-and the most incentive to nego- could somehow substitute for American backlash of increasing international
creistnce Theho AmericanteIferpAmehave

tiate-peaceful solutions to regional con- strength and would move U.S.-Soviet resistance. The Awerican peopte mave

flicts. shown that they will not accept military
Such relations from competition to coopera- inferiority. Moscow has earned the fear

fers a unique opportunity to create more Second, that a posture of confronta- and enmity of many nonaligned states

constructive and beneficial ties between tion a refusal to negotiate would through aggression in Afghanistan and

the West and the developing countries. som'ehow lead to capitulation by the support for Vietnam's subjugation of

If we do not seize this opportunity, to- other superpower Kampuchea.

day's leaders in the search for better This backlash comes when Soviet

relations with the West could well Legacy of the Past. We are living prospects have dimmed. Moscow's allies

become tomorrow's victims in a more today with the consequences of this im- are in deep economic trouble and the

poisonous atmosphere of recrimination, balanced approach, in particular, the Soviet growth rate itself is declining.
economic slide, and armed conflict. Only legacy of a decade when negotiations Agricultural shortfalls persist. Above all,

our adversaries would be the often seemed to be a substitute for as Poland has shown, the Soviet model

beneficiaries. strength. Dominated by the psychology and Soviet ideology are increasingly re-
of Vietnam and rising domestic jected by the workers themselves.

U.S.-U.S.S.R.resistance to military programs, we fell Over the decade of the 1980s as the
into the easy belief that negotiations Soviet Union experiences a transition in

Finally, our country faces an historic op- were not only an alternative to the leadership, it is likely to face greater

portunity in dealing with the Soviet balance of power but were also proof,.in economic difficulties and growing inter-

Union. The necessity to grasp the "con- and of themselves, of an expanding com- national isolation-a marked change

traries" and complexities of our era, munity of interests with the U.S.S.R. from an era of unusual stability and ex-

even as we seek to pursue our purposes, Too few noticed and understood that pansion. This reality will contrast even

is nowhere more critical than in rela- detente did not alter Soviet priorities. more sharply than before with Moscow's

tions between the two superpowers. This Even as the West sought a reduction in carefully cultivated image of a pro-

is nothing less than a challenge to our tensions, the Soviet Unon expanded its gressive and peace-loving regime. The

national survival-to the values that military forces. Soviet people themselves cannot remain

make fife worth living as well as to our The result of America's wishful entirely unaffected by the calls for peace

physical existence. thinking and profound national in- and disarmament so avidly aimed by the

The olitics of the late 20th century trospection has been swift and sure. Kremlin at the West. As a consequence,
re llite b the stuggleube Moscow has acted forcibly to expand its the Soviet leaders may find it increas-

are still dom soated by the struggle be- dominions. In Vietnam, in Kampuchea, ingly difficult to sustain the status quotween two philosophies of justice and na- in southern Africa and Ethiopia, in at home while exporting a failed

ideal, Soviet totalitarianism imposes a Afghanistan, and now in Central ideology abroad.

single social model not only on its own America, we have reaped the grim During this snsitive and dangerous
peole sbuta od an t anin eir wn harvest of self-delusion. period of changing superpower relation-

contrast, the forces of democracy seek As we rebuild our strength and seek ships, the United States must make

to build national and international in- once more to convince the Soviet Union clear to the Soviet Union that there are

stitutions based on diversity, individual that restraint is in our mutual interest, penalties for aggression and incentives

choice, and peaceful change. The cod- we must not allow ourselves the error of for restraint. We cannot conduct

petition between these two approaches another extreme. We cannot claim that business as usual in the face of Soviet

will continue, we are too weak to negotiate and at the adventurism in Afghanistan or Soviet-

This rivalry however, is constrained same time insist that we are strong instigated repression in Poland. But we

enough for a policy of all-out confronta- have also held out the prospect of

nuclear weapons. Total victory by tion. Nothing is gained by appearing to significant help for Poland if the reform

military means has become a formula for fear diplomatic discussions-neither process is renewed. And we are

mutual catastrophe. Even the use of leverage over the Soviets nor the prepared to show Soviet leaders that in-

conventional force risks unpredictable respect and confidence of our allies. We ternational moderation can help them

consequences, can no more solve our problems by face paififul domestic dilemmas through
avoiding the negotiating table than by broader relations with the United States
resting our hopes upon it alone. and other Western countries.



We must also create new realities in or dramatic reconciliation of Soviet and A society where men are not free to

the military balance and in regions of American interests. The competition will speak their minds, where the dignity of

crisis to encourage the Soviet Union to continue. But we can make the Soviets the worker is denied, where the com-

accept the need for moderation in its more cautious by our action. And as a munity's effort is poured into the

own interest. This is the objective of our new generation of Soviet leaders weapons of war, is both unnatural and

new defense programs and of our diplo- emerges, we can signal the benefits of repugnant. In contrast, free expression

matic initiatives in areas such as greater restraint. A balanced and per- by the one or by the many keeps our

southern Africa, the Middle East, and sistent American policy, cognizant of governments flexible and alert. Words,

the Caribbean. Meanwhile, we will con- both Soviet strengths and weaknesses, thoughts, and votes are the foundation

tinue to probe Soviet willingness to can gradually reduce the dangers in- of consent, not the police power of the

engage in negotiations geared to achieve herent in the struggle between the two state. And the resources reluctantly

concrete results, recognizing that prog- suerpowers. devoted to defense are subjected rightly

ress in all of these areas and arms con- As the end of the 20th century ap- to the most stringent examination and

trol is inevitably affected by Soviet proaches, let us ask ourselves about the justification.

conduct and the climate of East-West direction of events. Over the past These ideals are by no means ours

relations. decade, have we moved closer to our alone. They have universal appeal. Our

An essential part of our strategy is goal of a freer and more peaceful world? material achievements are admired and

to continue to differentiate among Com- Unfortunately, many would answer no. science and technology comes from the
munist countries themselves. This is a Do we have the means, the will, and the piwe an deshe poe o the

longstanding American policy that en- skill to shape one? Surely the answer is power of ideas. The people of the world

courages autonomy and diversity. It yes. he fo our ahvnas Yet se

responds not only to a natural sense of To reach our goal is not only a mat- the benefits of our machines. Yet if we

national independence but also the ter of arms, though we need them. It is do not care for our own values, we can-

evolution of political pluralism. not only a matter of interests to defend, not expect others to respect them or to

Finally, just as the Soviet Union though defend them we must. And it respect us.

gives active support to Marxist-Leninist cannot only be a matter of one n t tae etad deorasy
forces in the West and South, we must framework or another, though our not inevitable. Liberty and democracy

give vigorous support to democratic power must be disciplined. The most have often been denied, and peoples

forces wherever they are located- brilliant conception counts for little have been forcibly regimented to the dic-

including countries which are now Com- without the persistence to pursue it. tates of mistaken philosophies. But if we

munist. We should not hesitate to pro- hv ere ntigfo hstobe

mote our own values, knowing that the century, it is, as Churchill declared, that

freedom and dignity of man are the Foreign Policy and the only the swift gathering of forces to con-

ideals that motivate the quest for social Nation's Character front military and moral aggression can

justice. A free press, free trade unions, Ultimately, a foreign policy is the test of preserve the peace. Such a swift gather-

free political parties, freedom to travel, a nation's character. Today, the test of ing of forces will enable us to create a

and freedom to create are the ingre- our character is whether we care enough whole world, a free world, without blow-

dients of the democratic revolution of about the values that make life worth ing it to pieces in the process. American

the future, not the status quo of a failed living, the inner beliefs that have sus- power must be bent to this purpose.U

past. We want the competition of tained Western civilization. Over the

democracy and communism to be con- centuries, a certain idea of man has Published by the United States Department

ducted in peaceful and political terms, taken hold in our societies. The right of of State e Bureau of Public Affairs

but we will provide other means if the the individual, the responsibility of Office of Public Communication Editorial

Soviet Union insists upon violent government to the governed, and the Division e Washington, D.C. April 1982

methods of struggle. There must be a rule of law have distinguished our way Editor: Colleen Sussman * This material is in

single standard. of life. These ideals are the true source the public domain and may be reproduced

In sum, the facts do not support the of our strength and the true source of without permission; citation of this source is

belief that there can be an early, sudden, the weakness of our adversaries. appreciated.
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ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

The Asian Development Bank Group is composed of the
Bank (AsDB), and the Fund (AsDF). The Bank, established

in 1966, administers a Technical Assistance Special Fund.

I. Comparative Lending Terms (as of July 31, 1982)

AsDB IBRD

(Fixed at Commitment (Variable)

Current Lending Rate (%) 11.00 11.43 a/

Commitment Fee (%) 0.75 0.75

Other Service Charge (%)- 1.50

Maturity (years) 13-27 15-20

Grace Period (years) 3-7 3-5

a/ Applicable for the period July 1 - December 31, 1982.

II. AsDB

(i) Third General Capital. Increase (GCI)

The subject of AsDB's prospective third GCI might come up. By

next year the current subscribed capital base of $8.4 billion will need to
be more than doubled. The third GCI is to cover OCR (Ordinary Capital

Resources) lending requirements during 1983-87, estimated to be about $12

billion.

(ii) Co-financing

As of July 1982, AsDB has contributed a total of $729.80 of

cofinancing for 16 Bank group projects.

You may wish to discuss with Mr. Fujioka his views on putting

into effect his desire to substantially increase the cofinancing activities

of the AsDB.

III. AsDF

(i) Fourth Replenishment

The AsDF concluded negotiations of its Fourth Replenishment this

last April. The AsDF donor countries agreed to a replenishment of $3.2

billion in July 1982 which will just maintain, in real terms, its current

level of ADF concessional lending during the four year period 1983-1986.

This is against the originally envisaged $4.1 billion. In an attempt to

compensate for this shortfall caused by the US administration cuts and the
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reluctance of the United Kingdom and Germany to maintain or increase their

traditional percentage shares of contributions to the AsDF, increased

contributions were provided by Japan, Australia and France.

Current Policy Reviews

The Asian Development Bank and its concessional loan window, the

Asian Development Fund, are undergoing changes in organizational and

operational structure. Although past policy reviews were directed towards

capital increases and replenishments or external events, the current

President, Masao Fujioka, recognizes that the internal structure and

methodology for responding to marketplace changes may be inefficient.

In late April, the US Executive Director postulated that several

policy issues in the financial management of AsDB need to be highlighted.

In respect of this, AsDB has been undertaking a major review of their

financial policies with the use of an external consultant. In particular,

the World Bank Group has been solicited for ideas, comments and advice in

the area of financial policy. The Controller's Department of AsDB has

asked to send a representative to FPA to discuss the organizational system

used in the World Bank's functional delineation in the area of overall

financial policies. The representative is expected in mid-September.


